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Opinion Writing of Native Spanish and Native English Speakers 
in College Developmental Education Courses  
Natalie Portillo 
The aim of this study is to examine argumentative writing produced by students of 
differing language backgrounds and skill level to inform future instructional approaches and 
program design. An archival corpus of opinion essays written by native Spanish speaking 
students and native English speaking students enrolled in community college developmental 
education courses was utilized. The essays consisted of one to two paragraphs expressing an 
opinion on a controversial topic. In the study, the essays were assessed for the overall 
persuasiveness of the text, the use of academic words, the incorporation of connectives as a 
measure of lexical cohesion, the use of argumentative structural elements, and the inclusion of 
functional elements within the text produced. The relationship between native language and six 
structural and lexical features were examined utilizing a one-way Multivariate Analysis of 
Covariance (MANCOVA). After controlling for paragraph length and reading ability, results 
indicated that native Spanish speaking students produced more standpoint structural elements 
than English speaking students. None of the other dependent variables were significant. A 
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) was employed to explore the variability in the persuasiveness 
of the opinion writing. Utilizing this mode of analysis, it was revealed that overall persuasiveness 
in the students’ opinion writing was mainly a function of higher word counts, a higher 
percentage of academic words, more standpoint structural elements, and being a native English 
speaking student. Finally, pedagogical implications are discussed.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
As a nexus of culture, language, and expectations, the educational environment is a 
product of the interaction amongst societal values, economics, and government legislation. 
Sociopolitical conditions impact student learning as it influences curriculum selection and 
training. The impetus for building competency of formal writing and reasoning skills originates 
from the political initiative to equip students with tools deemed necessary in an increasingly 
intellectual world (National Governor’s Association and Council of Chief State School Officers, 
2010). The Common Core Standards were the result of societal and political expectations of 
student achievement (National Governor’s Association and Council of Chief State School 
Officers, 2010). Its creation was also an attempt at ensuring the democratization of information 
and skill so that all students could have the opportunity to advance through the mastery of 
written language (National Governor’s Association and Council of Chief State School Officers, 
2010). 
The Common Core Standards set forth a sequence of academic goals for students to 
become adept at writing within the three main genres of narrative writing, informational writing, 
and argumentative writing (National Governor’s Association and Council of Chief State School 
Officers, 2010). From kindergarten to 12th grade, a set plan guides students through a continuum 
of academic advancement. Writing instruction and practice begins with narrative writing. 
Narrative essays are often anecdotal, refer to personal experiences, and allow for creative 
expression. The narrative genre requires writers to relate “a sequence of events in chronological 
order, often for the purpose of achieving an aesthetic effect” (Beck, Llosa, & Fredrick, 2013, 
p.360). Writing within the informational genre is more difficult as the skills of fact organization 
and summarization are relied upon (Beck, Llosa, & Fredrick, 2013). Additionally, informational 
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essays entail accurately reporting facts that relate to procedures and knowledge (Schleppegrell, 
2004), making the evaluation of sources paramount.  
At the culmination of twelve years of formal education in the United States, students are 
expected to have the requisite skill set to persuade through the mastery of the argumentative 
genre. Of distinct importance are the skills of argument formulation and written expression in 
formal and academic registers. Argumentation not only serves to explain phenomena; the use of 
these devices signifies participation in a community of scholarly practice (Lehrer & Schauble, 
2006). 
The Common Core high school English Language Arts standards dictate that students 
should be able to produce text with the distinct features and structure of argumentative writing. 
Students must competently introduce and develop precise claims and counterclaims according to 
the audience’s knowledge level and concerns. Relationships amongst claims and counterclaims 
must be established. Evidence, reasoning for arguments, and conclusory statements must be 
provided. Stylistically, the text produced is required to be cohesive through the use of linking 
words, phrases, and clauses. Also, a formal and objective tone is to be maintained while 
attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline. Writing according to the standards of 
this complex genre is difficult as it involves precision in the deployment of words, specific 
knowledge, cognitive maturation, and years of explicit instruction.  
The Common Core Standards provide a well-planned regimented program of learning 
objectives to refine skills (National Governors' Association & Council of Chief State School 
Officers, 2010). However, the absence of standards specific to the needs, abilities, achievement 
levels, and variable learning rates of students for whom the standards are not appropriate limits 
its universality (National Governors' Association & Council of Chief State School Officers, 
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2010). The standards are suitable for the majority of students, but they may not be apt for 
English language learners (ELLs) or non-native English speakers who have been incorporated 
into the U.S. educational system.  
In 2014, approximately 4.7 million public school students participated in ELL 
preprimary, elementary, and secondary school programs. Of those ELL participants, 3.6 million 
were Hispanic students who constituted the majority of the ELL population (78.1 percent) 
(Musu-Gillette et al., 2017). The expectation is for these English language learners to integrate 
seamlessly into the educational environment and meet performance standards within a relatively 
brief period of time (Cummins, 2000). Without possessing sufficient academic vocabulary or 
having benefitted from exposure to U.S standards and training, the probability of meeting 
performance goals is significantly reduced. Thus, the ingression of non-native English speaking 
students necessitates the linguistic profiling of this student population to maximize academic 
achievement.   
Perin, De La Paz, Piantedosi, and Peercy (2016) catalogued the variability found in 
language proficiency across student cohorts in research studies. Within the literature, definitions 
for each type of proficiency level were not clearly delineated and many terms encompassed 
multiple characteristics. ELL students are considered non-fluent in spoken and written English 
and fluency in their native language may or may not have been achieved. Exited students have 
received specialized services in the past and may still exhibit vestigial English language 
difficulties (Perin et al., 2016). Other students have never participated in an ELL program yet 
converse in nonstandard English associated with another language. “Generation 1.5” (Doolan, 
2014, p. 216) students speak English relatively fluently and  have attended English speaking 
schools for a minimum of three years. “Generation 1.5” students may also be second or third 
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generation English speakers who utilize nonstandard grammar and possess limited academic 
vocabulary. These terms do not constitute a finite list as a profusion of other proficiency levels 
exist. The unique profile of abilities and experiences of each student blurs the boundaries 
between the contiguous categories of language proficiency.  
As is apparent, the heterogeneity of non-native English speaking students makes profiling 
challenging, standardizing classification systems difficult, and determining appropriate program 
services for students at various points of language acquisition complicated (Dear Colleague 
Letter: English Learner Students and Limited English Proficient Parents, 2015). What has been 
established is that non-native English speaking students to a lesser or greater degree differ from 
native English speaking students. Non-native English speaking students have a specific set of 
needs which differ from general education students. Non-native English speaking students must 
acquire linguistic, schematic, and rhetorical knowledge in conjunction with accumulating related 
experiences of writing (Perin et al., 2016). 
In recognition of the specific educative needs of ELL and non-native English speaking 
students, an affirmative course of action has been taken by the U.S. Government to ensure that 
students with limited English proficiency have equal access to high-quality education, can 
meaningfully participate in educational programs and services, and have the opportunity to 
achieve their full academic potential. Attempts to meet the legal and ethical obligations to ELL 
students began in preceding decades with the passing of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI). 
“That same year, Congress enacted the Equal Educational Opportunities Act, which confirmed 
that public schools and state educational agencies must act to overcome language barriers that 
impede equal participation by students in their instructional programs” (Dear Colleague Letter: 
English Learner Students and Limited English Proficient Parents, 2015, p.1).  
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However, delivery of specialized services to ELL students may not occur. Providing and 
implementing professional development programs and language instruction programs, both 
superb in quality and based on scientific research, is costly (Dear Colleague Letter: English 
Learner Students and Limited English Proficient Parents, 2015). Programs enabling ELL 
students to speak, listen, read, and write English to meet state standards become a secondary 
preoccupation when school districts are bereft of funds. Although plentiful, the ELL population 
is not evenly distributed across the U.S., leaving schools with small numbers of ELL students 
unable to receive additional funding (Dear Colleague Letter: English Learner Students and 
Limited English Proficient Parents, 2015). Even when services are provided, school districts 
may not be in full compliance when attempting to meet their federal obligations to ELL students.  
The Office for Civil Rights at the U.S. Department of Education and the Civil Rights 
Division at the U.S. Department of Justice have identified problematic areas for service delivery. 
Identification and assessment of ELL students may not occur in a timely, valid, or reliable 
manner. Proper program design and evaluation may not take place. The monitoring of ELL 
student progress for acquiring English proficiency and grade level core content within and 
without language assistance programs may not occur. Prematurely exited students from language 
assistance programs have been found to develop academic deficits that remain unremedied. ELL 
students may not have been ensured equal opportunities to participate in the core curriculum, 
graduation requirements, specialized and advanced courses, or extracurricular activities which 
leads to the unnecessary segregation of these students. (Dear Colleague Letter: English Learner 
Students and Limited English Proficient Parents, 2015).  
There are many other issues enumerated which have not been highlighted, yet it is clear 
that ELL students may face challenges of language acquisition that are compounded by degraded 
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services. Suboptimal schooling conditions may help explain the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NAEP) results (National Assessment Governing Board  U.S. Department 
of Education, 2011). In the 2011 writing assessment, 1 percent of twelfth-grade English language 
learners (ELLs) performed at or above the Proficient level (Average Scaled Score = 96). To 
consider the average NAEP writing scores of ELL students without considering the context 
under which these scores were obtained unduly attributes performance results to the students 
alone.  
Twelfth grade National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) writing results 
demonstrate that the acquisition of prerequisite academic skills has not been equivalently 
achieved across student populations (National Assessment Governing Board U.S. Department of 
Education, 2011). Non-native English speaking students, English language learners (ELLs), and 
English as a second language (ESL) students must overcome a documented history of 
disadvantages resulting from non-fluency in English (Beck, Llosa, & Fredrick, 2013; Hinkel, 
2002; O’Hallaron, 2014; Reynolds, 2005). Variable levels of linguistic fluency and differing 
educational experiences present challenges for proficiency parity. Additionally, these students 
may not have received adequate services or instruction. Suboptimal schooling conditions 
produce secondary education graduates with limited repositories of academic skills (Perin, Bork, 
Peverly, & Mason, 2013). The resulting consequences for this subset of students are difficulties 
with reading and writing tasks in postsecondary contexts (Perin & Charron, 2006) and an 
inability to meet the literacy demands of advanced curricula (Perin et al., 2013).  
Given the societal implications, the promotion of written language competency is a 
venture that extends beyond the classroom. It has become an area of interest for educators and 
researchers alike. With the inclusion of diverse student populations in mainstream classrooms, 
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discovering the needs of non-native English speaking students, English language learners 
(ELLs), and English as a second language (ESL) students has become a crusade to unlock their 
writing experiences (Beck, 2009; Chen, Ramirez, Luo, Geva, & Ku, 2012). 
Equal access and participation in instructional programs for all students require that 
current pedagogical practices be evaluated, amendments be made according to research findings, 
and instructional adjustments be implemented for specific student populations. Educational 
regimes and their associated specialized techniques are to be designed in consideration of student 
groups with non-fluency in English and low skill levels. Thus, the aim of this study is to examine 
writing produced by these specific student groups to inform future instructional approaches and 
program design. The writing ability of native Spanish speakers and native English speakers who 
attended college developmental courses was explored. Linguistic and structural features were 
examined to discover differences in the writing produced by two categorically distinct student 
groups. Specifically, the students’ ability to persuade through writing was examined in terms of 
the essay’s efficacy overall, the use of academic words, the cohesion of the essay, essay 




Chapter 2: Review of the Literature 
In the following section, a review of the literature pertaining to persuasive and 
argumentative writing will be explored. Firstly, models of writing are described. Subsequently, a 
discussion of the defining features and forms of assessment for persuasive and argumentative 
writing is presented. Then, a survey of relevant investigations is provided. For the selected 
studies, the researchers evaluated persuasive or argumentative writing in a standardized manner. 
Comparisons between the writing of non-native speakers of English and native speakers of 
English were also made. The participants in the studies included were elementary through 
postsecondary ELL or ESL students. Lastly, the constructs of interest — including overall 
persuasiveness, academic words, connectives, argumentative structural elements, and non-
functional elements are defined. 
The following questions guided the examination of the extant literature:  
1. What are the dominant cognitively-oriented theories of writing?  
2. From a cognitive perspective, how has persuasive writing been conceptualized?  
3. What measures have been used to assess persuasive writing? 
4. What is known about the writing of non-native speakers of English? 
Search Procedure 
The literature included in this review was retrieved using the online Columbia University 
Gottesman Libraries and the Columbia University Libraries. ProQuest, ERIC, and Google search 
engines were also utilized. The search terms included: English language learner writing, 
persuasive writing, English language learner writing ability, English language learner persuasive 
writing ability, English language learner argumentative writing ability, English language learner 
writing skills, Spanish speakers’ writing ability, genre writing, expository writing, informational 
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writing, persuasive writing, argumentative writing, writing evaluation, and writing cognitive 
theory.  
Publications were selected according to their relevance to the research questions and their 
fulfilment of search criteria. Source, content, and method were factors in the process of selection 
for articles, books, technical reports, and published communications. A document was 
considered if it had been published in a peer-reviewed journal, appeared as a chapter extracted 
from an academic book, referenced in a peer-reviewed article, cited in an academic book, or 
published by a reputable national organization or government agency. The literature was further 
screened according to the following criterium regarding content. The studies, theories, and 
models of writing presented in articles or books must have aligned with the cognitive 
perspective. Accepted research must have met methodological specifications. The participants in 
the studies must have included elementary through postsecondary ELL or ESL students. The 
researchers must have analyzed some aspect of English language academic composition. The 
study must have evaluated persuasive or argumentative writing in a standardized manner and a 
comparison between the writing of non-native speakers of English and native speakers of 
English must have been made. A preliminary search produced 116 viable articles, books, reports, 
and communications published from 1981 to 2020 for review. From amongst these initial 
selections, 70 were chosen for a second review. In total, 49 articles, books, and documents were 
found to meet all selection criteria.  
Findings 
RQ1. What are the dominant cognitively oriented theories of writing? 
Writing is both a physical and mental act. However, composition predominantly consists 
of orchestrated cognitive operations. These distinctive thinking processes are what cognitive 
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theorists have sought to accurately decipher, identify, and model. Dominating the cognitively-
oriented research on writing are three models of writing. Flower and Hayes (1981), Hayes 
(1996), and Berninger, Garcia and Abbott (2009) are the three models whose development and 
content are described in the following section. 
  Flower and Hayes’ (1981) foundational theory and model was constructed to reflect the 
liquid adaptability of the mind during text composition. According to Flower and Hayes (1981), 
writing is a dynamic process. The writer is thought to proceed in a non-linear fashion. 
Elementary mental processes occur in no particular sequence, can be interrupted, and there may 




Three main units comprise the model. The task environment, the writer's long-term 
memory, and the writing processes are the three constituents of the model. The task environment 
is defined as elements external to the writer’s mind that influence writing. The writing 
assignment and the physical text pertain to the realm outside of the writer. The writing 
Figure 1. Flower and Hayes’ 1981 Model of Writing 
Note. From “A cognitive process theory of writing,” by L. S. Flower and J. R. Hayes, 




assignment includes the topic, the intended audience, and the exigence or impetus to 
communicate. The physical text is a variable that expands and successively constrains the 
writer’s directional possibilities. As stated by Flower and Hayes (1981), every additional word 
determines and limits ensuing text.   
The other two units are categorically distinct as they are situated within the writer’s mind. 
Stored within the writer’s long-term memory is knowledge of the topic, the audience, and writing 
plans. The writer may draw upon outside resources such as articles or books to supplement 
specific knowledge cached in long-term memory. Finally, the third unit in the model consists of 
specific writing processes. The basic writing processes of planning, translating, and reviewing, 
are controlled by the monitor (Flower & Hayes, 1981). The monitor oversees the processes and 
the development of written text. Flower and Hayes liken the monitor to a strategist that dictates 
which process is active and regulates the length of time dedicated to each process. Planning 
involves generating ideas that will be incorporated into the text, organizing ideas into logical 
clusters which form the text structure, and goal setting which leads to the integration of content 
and definition of purpose. Translating is the act of transforming abstract ideas into visible 
language. Reviewing is the overarching conscious process of revising and evaluating. Reviewing 
results in additional translating, planning, or idea generation. As sub-processes, revising, 
evaluating, and generating, have the distinction of being able to interrupt any other process and 
can occur at any point during the act of writing (Flower & Hayes, 1981).  
Flower and Hayes’ (1981) model was eventually revised by Hayes (1996). Hayes sought 
to expand the ambit of writing activities included in the new model and aimed to provide a new 
framework that incorporated contemporary empirical findings. Four substantial differences 
distinguish the 1996 model from the precursory model. Hayes emphasized the central role of 
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working memory in writing, highlighted the importance of visual and spatial features of text and 
graphics, incorporated the writer’s motivation and affect, and reorganized the cognitive 
processes section. Changes in terminology and hierarchical placement resulted in an arrangement 
that drastically diverged from the 1981 model. Hayes explicates the reconfiguration by stating 
that “revision has been replaced by text interpretation; planning has been subsumed under the 
more general category [of] reflection; [and] translation has been subsumed under a more general 




The Hayes (1996) model is organized into two distinct sectors. The first sector is the task 
environment which is further subdivided into the social environment and the physical 
Figure 2. Hayes 1996 Model of Writing 
Note. From “A new framework for understanding cognition and affect in writing,” by 
J. R. Hayes, 1996, The science of writing: Theories, methods, individual differences, 




environment. The social environment constitutes the audience, the overarching social 
conventions that dictate the rules of engagement with the audience, and the extant source texts 
that the writer may read while composing. The physical environment includes the text produced 
by the writer and the objects through which the writer’s impressions are conveyed (i.e. computer 
or pen and paper). 
The second sector refers to the writer. Motivation/affect, cognitive processes, working 
memory, and long-term memory are four sections that pertain to the individual sector. Hayes 
(1996) described motivation/affect as an individual’s response to short and long-term goals, 
predispositions, beliefs, attitudes, and cost-benefit estimations experienced while writing. The 
three main cognitive processes are text interpretation, reflection, and text production. The first 
two processes are involved in creating internal representations and the third process utilizes 
internal representations to create text output. Finally, working memory and long-term memory 
are sections that are active and passive respectively. Working memory consists of central 
executive functioning, accessing and storing phonologically or visually coded information, 
managing problem solving or decision tasks, and retrieving information from long-term storage. 
Long-term memory is a container for task schemas, topic knowledge, audience knowledge, 
linguistic knowledge, and genre knowledge. Long-term memory is passive in the sense that it is 
mostly acted upon as environmental and internal influences trigger access to information. It is 
however not completely inert as it may influence other sections.  
  All of the processes depicted within the two sectors of the Hayes (1996) model interact 
with one another bidirectionally. Likewise, a connecting bridge between the two sectors allows 
for the individual sector components and the task environment sector components to interact. 
Hayes considered these redefined relationships as improvements upon a relict model, yet the 
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classic 1981 version has endured as a prototype for other models of writing. Berninger, Garcia, 
and Abbot (2009) seamlessly incorporated Flower and Hayes’ 1981 conceptualization of writing 










The Not-So-Simple View of Writing 
The Simple View of Writing 
Figure 3. The Simple View of Writing 
Note. From “Multiple processes that matter in writing instruction and assessment,” by 
V. W. Berninger, N. P. Garcia, and R. D. Abbott, 2009, Instruction and assessment for 
struggling writers: Evidence-based practices, p.27.  
 
Figure 4. The Not-So-Simple View of Writing 
Note. From “Multiple processes that matter in writing instruction and assessment,” by 
V. W. Berninger, N. P. Garcia, and R. D. Abbott, 2009, Instruction and assessment 





Berninger, Garcia, and Abbot’s (2009) bifurcated “Simple” and “Not-So-Simple” model 
addresses writing processes during differing developmental stages. The reductionist Simple 
View of Writing is a tripartite model consisting of text generation, transcription, and executive 
functions. Text generation and transcription are associated with composing text. The former is 
the genesis of ideas and the latter is the act of converting thought into printed form. Text 
composition necessitates the utilization of executive functions. Self-regulation of attention, 
planning (setting goals), strategy usage, reviewing (self-monitoring), and revising (self-
correcting) are all considered essential processes for writing at a novice level.  
The elaborated Not-So-Simple View of Writing accounts for the added layers of 
difficulty when writing assignments become increasingly more complex. In addition to the 
previously mentioned elements, long-term memory, short term memory, and cognitive flow are 
incorporated into the expanded model. Long-term memory is said to be activated during 
planning, composing, reviewing, and revising. Short-term memory aids in reviewing and 
revising the text produced. Finally, cognitive flow is the bridging process of accessing language 
from long-term storage and bringing it forth to be employed during text composition.  
Although differing in components, placement, and schematics, the four models’ 
commonality is its treatment of writing. The Flower and Hayes (1981) model, the Hayes (1996) 
model, and the Berninger, Garcia, and Abbott (2009) models represent writing as a recursive 
process that entails cycles of generating and revising text. The synchronization of all components 




RQ2. From a cognitive perspective, how has persuasive and argumentative writing been 
conceptualized?  
Written language can be a medium for inducing agreement between an author and an 
audience who are separated by the dimensions of time and space (Ong, 1978). Persuasion and 
argumentation are two forms of negotiation. Erroneously, these two terms have been used 
interchangeably (Midgette & Haria, 2016) when the modes of actuating agreement differ. 
Persuasive writing is compelling in that the most favorable evidence is presented, emotional 
appeals are made, and stylistic expression is intended to influence the audience (Kinneavy, 
1993). In argumentative writing, defense of a probable truth is constructed with reasoning and 
data. Evidence is systematically presented in accepted logical formulations (Hillocks, 2011). 
Exacting definitions for persuasive and argumentative writing continue to be established 
(Midgette & Haria, 2016). Distinguishing between persuasive writing and argumentative writing 
has been the métier of philosophers and researchers alike.  
The standards for persuasive writing are linked to the principles of discourse, which date 
to classical antiquity. Advanced by Aristotle, rhetoric is the art of persuading through the use of 
three devices: logos, ethos, and pathos (Lapp & Fisher, 2012). Logos, or logic, is the persuasive 
technique of providing arguments and evidence to convince an audience. Ethos is a mode of 
persuasion that relies upon the qualities of the author for successful reception. The audience 
judges whether the author possesses wisdom, virtue, and goodwill. Finally, pathos is the 
emotional appeal to an audience. Effective persuasive writers utilize all three devices with 
calculated measure (Lapp & Fisher, 2012). Logos, ethos, and pathos are tactically implemented 
during the execution of  persuasive writing (Lapp & Fisher, 2012).  
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A defining attribute of argumentative writing is its structure. Since the classical period, 
much has been produced from the teachings of Aristotle. The concept of logos has been 
developed further by researchers in the modern era. As introduced by Crammond (1998), 
Toulmin’s (1958) model for argument structuring consists of the following elements:  
(A) a claim, which is a contentious assertion advanced in response to a problem, (B) data, 
which constitute the evidence, are grounds on which a claim is based, (C) a warrant, 
which authorizes the link between data and claim, (D) backing or support of the warrant, 
(E) a qualifier, which is a modal term indicating that the claim is a probable conclusion, 
and (E) a reservation which refers to conditions or circumstances under which the 
warrant will not hold and that can hence defeat the claim. (p. 3)  
Toulmin’s (1958) approach suggests that an argument is constructed of specific structural 
elements placed accordingly. The claim, or primary assertion, is upheld by the data, warrants, 
support, qualifiers, and reservations that brace the claim against destabilization.  
Toulmin’s (1958) argumentation framework may be the most favored model in 
educational settings (Wissinger & De La Paz, 2015); nonetheless, researchers have attempted to 
improve it. Thus, Crammond (1998) further developed Toulmin’s (1958) model by making 
elaborative and definitional modifications. Toulmin’s qualifier term was expanded to include the 
general and specific circumstances that render the claim appropriate. Secondly, the backing term 
was further extended to include support of the data in addition to the warrant. The reservation 
term was expanded to incorporate countered rebuttals or the author’s refutation of the possible 
threats to the claim. The recognition of other solutions is also encompassed within the 
reservation term. ‘Claim’ underwent expansion to include subclaims that denominate 
circumstances or specific cases that relate to the general claim. Definitional changes to 
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Toulmin’s (1958) model involved determinations of status. Toulmin (1958) stipulated that an 
argument in its most basic form consists of a claim and justification, with justification 
customarily presented as data or a warrant. For Toulmin (1958), the claim, data, and warrants 
were the necessary elements of the argument structure. Crammond (1998) contended that only 
the claim and data in support of the claim are essential. Warrants, subclaims, modals, constraints, 
backing for warrants or data, reservations, countered rebuttals, and alternative solutions are 
considered optional. Crammond (1998) also upheld the argument as a basic unit. Serialized 
arguments are presented to occasion adherence to the writer’s claim. The argument chains are 
what constitute extended discourse.  
Ferretti, Lewis, and Andrews-Weckerly (2009) contend that arguments cannot merely be 
distilled to their elements. The researchers claim that the gestalt takes precedence over elemental 
matter. For Ferretti et al. (2009), the totality of the argument equates to its summative persuasive 
force. “A constellation of propositions” (van Eemeren, Grootendorst, & Henkemans, 1996, p. 5) 
is advanced with the intention to justify a standpoint. “The propositions that constitute an 
argument possess a structure that in its totality increases the acceptability of the writer’s 
standpoint” (Ferretti et al., 2009, p. 578). As specified by these researchers, a complete 
argumentative composition consists of an introduction, a standpoint, Level 1 reasons that directly 
support the standpoint, subordinate reasons that bolster Level 1 reasons, alterative standpoints, 
Level 1 and subordinate reasons given for alterative standpoints, counterarguments that could 
erode the author’s standpoint, rebuttals of the alternative standpoints, a conclusory summary, and 
even nonfunctional statements that do not advance the argument. Despite the holistic 
interpretation, Ferretti et al. (2009) recognize the practicality of decomposition into elements, 
especially for analytic purposes. 
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Wolfe’s (2011) perspective is that function and context dictate argument structure. 
Content formulation and presentation are driven by the writer’s purpose and shaped by accepted 
disciplinary norms. Wolfe’s (2011) taxonomy of argumentation relies upon form, function, and 
academic standards for categorization. The first and most common argument classification is the 
thesis driven argument. Across academic contexts, writers customarily create an argument that 
upholds and develops a central thesis. A central claim is advanced through elaboration of details 
and reasons. Typically, the argument is formatted into a trifecta of theme, side, and specific 
predicate (Britt, Kurby, Dandotkar, & Wolfe, 2008). The theme is the topic of an argument. The 
side is the pro or con stance and the predicate is the specific position assumed by the author. In 
contrast, a text-centered argument does not require an explicit overarching thesis. In the 
humanities and fine arts, a successful text-centered argument is a convincing interpretation or 
analysis of text written from a definite standpoint. In an academic field such as history, a text-
centered argument’s strength is augmented by repeatedly interlacing questioning, 
contextualization, narrative, and argumentation (van Drie & van Boxtel, 2008). At the other 
extremity lies the empirical argument. This type of argument involves the collection of 
information, the analysis of data, and the presentation of causal relationships. In the domains of 
natural science and engineering, the writing is framed by a particular theoretical orientation, a 
claim is made, and the reasons provided are interwoven with quantitative data.  
According to Wolfe (2001), a final verdict, decision, or solution is supported in decision-
based arguments. One variation of this type of argument is the justification of a decision through 
explanation. Another variant is one in which a problem is introduced and then a specific solution 
is argued. The form of decision-based arguments follows conventions such as occasionally 
implied assertions, the incorporation of the decision, verdict, or solution into the claim, and the 
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omission or presence of logical alternatives to the chosen solution. Finally, a proposal is an 
argument for a course of action to be approved. In a proposal, the writer provides a description of 
the proposed plan, issues an overt or tacit claim that the course of action is beneficial, and 
supplies overt or tacit reasons that exhort approval of the plan.  
Although argumentative and persuasive text possess specific characteristics, 
nomenclature within the literature is nebulous. Since the historical misuse of the label 
‘persuasive writing’ pervades the literature, Midgette and Haria (2016) have chosen to 
disassociate from the term and have elected to identify the construct as ‘argumentative writing’. 
Midgette and Haria (2016) harken to the more inclusive definition of argumentative writing 
promoted by Aristotle. In their view, argumentation utilizes “rationality along with emotional or 
moral appeal not only to convince the reader but often to inform or to modify readers’ viewpoint 
on controversial issues. Additional structural components (i.e. opposing position and rebuttal) 
become integral in composing effective argumentative essays” (Midgette & Haria, 2016, 
p.1044). Exclusive of argumentative writing is everything else that aims to influence another. 
“Persuasion uses any available means (e.g., strong emotional appeal, negotiation, coercion, etc.) 
to convince” (Midgette & Haria, 2016, p.1044). Argumentative writing is differentiated from 
compelling writing owing to its logical and structural components. For the purpose of this 
literature review, writing distinguished by logical reasoning, evidence, opinion, and labeled as 
persuasive or argumentative text will be included.  
RQ3. What measures have been used to assess argumentative and persuasive writing?  
The writing task is the common element amongst the studies examining persuasive and 
argumentative writing. Researchers invited their subjects to compose a response given a writing 
prompt. Two modes of evaluation and measurement were utilized. Both manual scoring and 
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automated scoring via text analysis software assessed the constructs of interest. For the purpose 
of measuring and examining argumentative writing ability, researchers have designed 
instruments with the sensitivity and specificity to reveal novel information about the written 
product (Midgette, Haria, & MacArthur, 2008). The elements that contribute to the quality of the 
composition are of  particular interest to researchers (Crossley, Weston, McLain-Sullivan, & 
McNamara, 2011). In pursuit of discovering factors that amplify quality, three approaches to 
assessment are utilized. Primary trait assessment, analytic assessment, and holistic assessment 
represent the triumvirate of evaluation (Crossley et al., 2011). Each form of assessment proffers 
distinct information. Primary trait assessment concentrates on the aspects of rhetorical situations. 
Purpose, audience, and the writing assignment become part of the criteria of evaluation. Analytic 
assessment assigns scores based upon qualities of the composition that correlate with effective 
writing such as content or organization (Crossley et al., 2011). Holistic assessment draws upon 
the rater’s overall impression of the composition to provide a single score representing quality. 
Holistic scoring is the most common form of quality assessment as it is economical and well 
correlated with analytic scoring (Crossley et al., 2011; Huot, 1990). Researchers have used these 
forms of assessment in varied combinations to determine writing quality. 
Midgette et al. (2008) rated compositions via a seven point primary trait scale based on a 
previous study from Ferretti, MacArthur, and Dowdy (2000). The scoring guide prompted raters 
to evaluate the overall persuasiveness of each composition. A total score for overall effectiveness 
was given to quantify how effectively the composition influenced a particular audience to act or 
modify their opinion regarding a controversial issue. Five factors were enumerated for 
consideration. An opinion or position was to be clearly stated. Reasons were to be supported and 
elaborated upon with facts, examples, principles, or other techniques. Anticipatory alternative 
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positions and responses were to be addressed. A demonstration of clarity, logic, cohesiveness, 
and relevancy of facts was to be assessed. Finally, a conclusory statement or summative 
statement was to be present. The scoring rubric ranged from zero to seven. Each possible score 
was accompanied by a statement that served as an anchor for making judgements.   
Analytic assessment was used to investigate various properties that relate to writing 
quality. MacArthur, Philippakos, and Lanetta (2015) dissected compositions into T-units. Each 
T-unit consisted of a main clause accompanied by subordinate clauses and phrases. This form of 
division allowed for an analysis of syntax irrespective of punctuation. Raters then scored each T-
unit for grammatical, mechanical, and usage errors. Additionally, length was measured by total 
word count. Galloway and Uccelli (2015) also utilized small-scale units for analysis. One-
sentence continuations of paragraphs (academic microgenres) were analyzed for evidence of 
discourse organization skills. The continuation of text with an established structure (i.e. 
compare-and-contrast or enumeration) was hypothesized to demonstrate recognition of the text’s 
function and the use of this knowledge when producing text-continuations. Participants’ 
responses were scored as correct if they had produced a sentence that appropriately continued the 
cued structure.  
In a formal attempt to measure authorial voice strength in ESL argumentative writing, 
Zhao (2013) developed an analytic rubric. Zhao (2013) described this form of assessment as a 
three-dimensional rubric that included the critical elements of voice. The first dimension 
“examines the presence, clarity, and uniqueness of a personal idea that demonstrates an author’s 
commitment to a particular stance” (p.219). The second dimension is a determination of how the 
author presents their idea whether it be assertively, mildly, confidently, tentatively, 
enthusiastically, or indifferently. Authorial and reader presence are the focus of the third 
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dimension. The rubric rates the extent to which there is explicit authorial revelation and 
involvement of the reader in the construction of the opinion or argument. Each dimension is 
awarded 1 to 5 points according to the fulfillment of the criteria and anchor statements.  
In studies investigating argumentative and persuasive writing, scoring completed by 
raters almost invariably included a six or seven point rubric as a holistic measure (Crossley et al., 
2011; MacArthur et al., 2015; Midgette & Haria, 2016; Olinghouse & Wilson, 2013; Uccelli, 
Dobbs, & Scott, 2013). Using rubrics with stringent specifications, essays were typically given a 
holistic score based on precise criteria. To asses overall writing quality, Crossley et al. (2011) 
evaluated essays utilizing a rubric similar to the standardized grading rubric for the SAT.  
Holistic assessment was conducted by assigning a 1 to 6 point total score. MacArthur et al. 
(2015) rated overall quality with a seven point rubric. Raters were directed to formulate a general 
judgment by considering ideas embedded within content, organization, word choice, sentence 
fluency, and errors in grammar and usage. Quality was measured by Olinghouse and Wilson 
(2013) with a holistic rubric modified for each writing genre. Each holistic rubric assessed four 
aspects of writing which factored into a global score assigning quality. The development of ideas 
or elaboration, organization, sentence/word choice/voice, and genre elements were the focus of 
evaluation. The writing aspects remained constant as categories, however the criteria varied 
slightly according to writing genre. For example, organization is dependent upon the purpose of 
writing - narrating, persuading, or informing. Therefore, the varying organizational structure of 
the writing product was acknowledged in the evaluation process. Accordingly, the criteria for the 
development of ideas was adjusted to allow for genre specific elements. Elaboration for a 
narrative piece involved character and plot development. Idea development for persuasive 
writing required reasons in support of an opinion and informative writing necessitated facts in 
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support of a thesis. The range of possible scores spanned from a minimum of one point and a 
maximum of six points. To further scoring accuracy, Olinghouse and Wilson (2013) not only 
assigned a numerical value to each aspect, but also a plus sign or minus sign to indicate how well 
the product matched the criteria score (i.e. 3+ for a writing product that was slightly better than 
the merited score of 3, but not sufficient enough to reach a score of 4). Thus, with the inclusion 
of the additional numerical values, the scores were transformed to reflect a scale from 1 to 18. 
Primary trait assessment, analytic assessment, and holistic assessment have been 
popularized owing to their many positive qualities (Crossley et al., 2011), however less prevalent 
forms of assessment are viable analytic instruments. Graphical representation is one such device. 
Ferretti et al. (2009) advanced the procedure of mapping argumentative compositions. An essay 
is deconstructed into codified elements. Not only are the elements distinguished from one 
another, but also the relationships amongst the elements are determined through a coding system. 
Ferretti et al. (2009) utilized these analytic procedures to create a diagram that simultaneously 
represented the whole and its elements.  
Precedence for depicting the argument structures of each essay through this graphing 
procedure was established by Ferretti et al. (2009). A subsequent study conducted by De La Paz, 
Ferretti, Wissinger, Yee, and MacArthur (2012) duplicated the process with some modification. 
This approach to analysis identified the writer’s stance, alternative standpoints, coordinated 
support for standpoints, and subordinated supports for standpoints. De La Paz et al. (2012) 
captured the levels of reasoning that formed the supportive structure of arguments in addition to 
argumentative elements such as rhetorical statements, counter arguments, rebuttals, 
nonfunctional statements, and conclusory statements. “The resulting graphic representation 
depicted the elements of the argumentative structure and the superordinate and subordinate 
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relationships among these elements in each participant’s written argument” (De La Paz et al., 
2012, p. 425). 
Other non-traditional forms of assessment have arisen to complement the established 
methods. Automated scoring using text analysis software has been utilized in addition to holistic 
rubrics. The computer analysis programs of the Child Data Exchange System (CHILDES) were 
used to measure the lexical and morpho-syntactic skills of middle schoolers (i.e. academic 
vocabulary, use of abstract words, extended noun phrases, center-embedded clauses) (Galloway 
& Uccelli, 2015). Crossley, Weston, McLain-Sullivan, and McNamara (2011) sought to trace the 
development of writing proficiency as a function of grade level with Coh-Metrix. A constellation 
of variables was measured and analyzed to determine the lexical sophistication, syntactic 
complexity, and cohesion of writing samples collected from 9th-grade students, 11th-grade 
students, and college freshman.  
Olinghouse and Wilson (2013) determined the diversity of vocabulary included in 
narrative, persuasive, and informative writing samples provided by fifth grade students using the 
Measure of Textual Lexical Diversity (MTLD) included in the Gramulator software program. 
The MLTD calculated lexical diversity by successively evaluating each word and determining if 
it had already occurred in the text. Conversely, the Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Cohesion 
(TAACO) identifies the incidence of cohesion features in the text without making comparisons 
to other portions of the text in the study of overall text cohesion. If required, the tool is capable 
of making partial text comparisons at the paragraph and sentence level. TAACO demonstrates 
flexibility of analysis by mass processing text files at the global and local level with over 150 
indices associated with text cohesion (Crossley, Kyle, & McNamara, 2016). The manifold uses 
of TAACO are further proven in a study by Crossley, Muldner, and McNamara (2016). Utilizing 
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the same corpus of 313 SAT prompt essays written by college freshmen as the Crossley, Kyle, et 
al. (2016)  investigation, Crossley, Muldner, et al. (2016) examined idea generation, cohesion 
features, and writing quality. Idea fluency, idea flexibility, idea originality, idea elaboration, 
global cohesion, local cohesion, and writing quality were measured by an amalgamation of 
manual rubric scoring and three analytic software including TAACO. The researchers selected 
TAACO indices that analyzed words representing content, function, and cohesion. 
Software expedites the scoring process and eliminates bias by removing the subjectivity 
of manual scoring, however, since software has only relatively recently been incorporated into 
the field of text analysis, its generalizability and feasibility have yet to be proven. The definitions 
of automated variables may only be understood by the developers as the variables themselves 
may be too vague or esoteric for individuals who do not specialize in linguistics to confidently 
use in their analyses. The sheer volume of automated variables populated in data outputs may be 
too great for the researchers’ purpose of efficiently evaluating writing skill. Nonetheless, 













Measures Assessing Argumentative & Persuasive Writing 
Type of Measure Source 
 
Primary Trait Rubric Ferretti, MacArthur, and Dowdy (2000) 
 Midgette et al. (2008) 
Analytic Scoring  Galloway and Uccelli (2015) 
 MacArthur et al. (2015) 
Analytic Rubric Zhao (2013) 
Holistic Rubric Crossley et al. (2011) 
 MacArthur et al. (2015) 
 Olinghouse and Wilson (2013) 
 Uccelli et al. (2013) 
Graphical Representation Ferretti et al. (2009) 
 De La Paz et al. (2012) 
Automated Scoring Software Galloway and Uccelli (2015) 
 Crossley, Weston, McLain-Sullivan, and McNamara (2011) 
 Olinghouse and Wilson (2013) 
 Crossley, Kyle, et al. (2016) 
 Crossley, Muldner, et al. (2016) 
 
RQ4. What is known about the writing of non-native speakers of English, and native 
Spanish speakers in particular? 
 Learning to control aspects of written discourse and comprehending substantive content 
material while becoming proficient in English lowers the likelihood of producing cohesive 
essays (Callahan, 2013) that satisfy all of the Core Curriculum Standards criteria for the 
argumentative genre. Non-native English speaking students are confronted with additional 
challenges to meet the task demands of argumentative writing. ELL students must obtain 
schematic, rhetorical, and linguistic knowledge (Hedgcock, 2012). According to Cummins 
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(2000), ELLs require seven to ten years to acquire academic vocabulary comparable to native 
English speaking peers. Even so, a subset of ELLs may continue to lag behind despite an 
extended period of schooling in an English mainstream classroom (Geva & Farnia, 2009). A 
delay in vocabulary development results in a diminished ability to comprehend grade level text 
(August, Carlo, Dressler, & Snow, 2005) which consequently obstructs writing competency. 
Without the automatization of language, an ELL student’s cognitive faculties are overloaded, 
leaving less capacity to think fluidly. 
Despite facing daunting linguistic and academic challenges, non-native English speaking 
students are still held to the same rigorous standards as their peers for the purpose of upholding 
an inclusionary academic system (Cummins, 2000). The Common Core State Standards 
prescribe specific argumentative skills to master at different grade levels and complete mastery 
of the argumentative genre is expected at the conclusion of twelve years of formal education. 
The intended result for upholding the State Standards for all students is for non-native English 
speaking students to reach parity with their native English speaking peers through exposure to 
training (National Governor’s Association and Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). In 
order to maximize non-native English speaking students’ success at meeting the standards to 
which they are held, it is imperative to understand their writing process. The studies which 
explore aspects of text produced by ELL students, ESL students, and students of other language 
classifications are presented in chronological order so as to trace the development of 
argumentative writing from childhood to adulthood. 
Conceptual understanding of text structure, knowledge of nuanced language, and 
identification of areas requiring extra support are all involved in the articulation of reasons. 
These essential components of argument creation are often unstated during writing instruction 
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(O’Hallaron, 2014). O’Hallaron’s purpose was to compare the differences in text and stage level 
features between argumentative writing samples produced by a single fifth-grade classroom 
before and after intensive teacher training for genre specific instruction. O’Hallaron (2014) also 
investigated how students’ arguments were shaped by instruction and features of the instructional 
context. 
O’Hallaron (2014) selected a school ideal for its linguistic diversity. At this Midwestern 
school, approximately 90% of incoming students’ first language was not English. The primary 
language spoken amongst this population was Arabic. The school belonged to an urban district 
with the highest concentration of ELLs in the state. The school population contained a large 
number of students from low-SES backgrounds, students who frequently transferred to and from 
the school, and students who experienced limited opportunities to learn English apart from 
classroom instruction. 
The 23 students who participated in the study were drawn from the same fifth grade class. 
These students had a current or past ELL classification. The current ELL students had taken the 
state English proficiency exam to determine their English proficiency levels. Of the 13 students 
classified as ELLs, 4 were at the Advanced Proficient level, 7 were at the Proficient level, 1 was 
classified as High Intermediate, and 1 as Low Intermediate. The remaining 10 students were 
considered to have “Monitored” status. All of the “Monitored” status students had received ELL 
services in prior years and had exited the ELL program by fifth grade.  
O’Hallaron analyzed argumentative text produced by fifth grade ELL students on two 
separate occasions. The first argumentative writing samples were collected after typical writing 
instruction from their teacher. Occasion 1 required students to respond to an argumentative 
prompt: “Do you think Manuel will try out for the talent show again next year? Use what you 
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already know about Manuel’s feelings to support your answer.” (O’Hallaron, 2014, p. 314) after 
reading Gary Soto’s La Bamba and a class discussion. Students were also given a general 
graphic organizer to help them select and arrange textual evidence. The 15 final drafts were 
written by students in the Proficient (4), Advanced Proficient (3), and Exited/Monitored (8) 
classifications. The average length of the writing samples was 89.8 words. Eight students took 
the position that Manuel would participate next year’s talent show and seven wrote that he would 
not.  
O’Hallaron (2014) transcribed and inspected student writing samples for different 
argument structures. The researcher coded and identified elements such as claims, evidence, 
reasons, counterclaims, and restatements of the claim. For Occasion 1, all students clearly stated 
their claims in a distinct sentence or enmeshed with evidence using the word “because” to link 
the clauses. Ten students used transitional language to signal shifts from one piece of evidence to 
another. With the exception of three writers, students restated their claims without explicit 
prompting, which O’Halloran (2014) suggested was an established writing process. From the 
drafts, 44 pieces of evidence were counted, which meant that almost all students were able to 
provide at least three pieces of evidence in their writing. Eighty-two percent of evidence referred 
directly to the text. One third of the writers included evidence sourced from their own feelings, 
interpretations, or predictions not based on the story itself. Those who did not use textual 
evidence were Exited/Monitored ELL students (3) and Proficient-level ELL students (2).  
 Occasion 1 writing samples were distinct in their universal absence of reasons. The 
evidence provided was in no way linked to the claim. However, three students included 
counterclaims without being prompted. Alternate positions were more detailed, which may 
suggest an orientation towards viewing one’s position as standard and in less need of expansion 
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(O’Hallaron, 2014). O’Hallaron (2014) noted a tendency for students to supply less information 
to readers when a shared understanding in the classroom context was presumed. What was 
evident to O’Hallaron (2014) was that students did not elaborate their reasoning spontaneously 
and that teacher scaffolding would be required if any differences were to be observed.  
After the fifth-grade teacher received training for developing argumentative writing, the 
students wrote their responses to an argumentative prompt on Occasion 2. For the second writing 
sample, students were asked to respond to the prompt: “Do you think Leigh’s writing helped him 
or hurt him? Take a stand and support your examples with answers from the story.” (O’Hallaron, 
2014, p. 317) after reading Beverly Cleary’s Dear Mr. Henshaw and participating in a class 
discussion. This time, the class discussion included teacher instruction that provided genre-
specific scaffolding. Claims, evidence, reasons, restatements of the claim, purpose and language 
of the argumentative genre were presented and discussed. To aid the students during the stages of 
writing, a graphic organizer with the four aforementioned elements were given to the students.   
The vast majority of students responded that writing helped the character (15) while only 
two students argued that writing had a negative effect on the main character in Dear Mr. 
Henshaw. Occasion 2 writing samples almost doubled in word count in comparison to Occasion 
1. Writing samples had an average length of 170 words and a range of 122 to 274 words. A 
minimum of three pieces of evidence were provided for all arguments. In addition, 100% of the 
53 pieces of evidence were references to the text. With the exception of one student, the 
construction of reasons was attempted by all. Students wrote 45 evidence-reason pairs in total.  
The 17 Occasion 2 writing samples that were produced approximately 2 ½ months after 
Occasion 1 were substantively richer in reasoning. The quality of the reasons did however vary 
in efficacy. To distinguish between the levels of quality, O’Hallaron (2014) catalogued four 
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major types of reasons. There were reasons that “(a) [were] treated as self-evident [Type 1], (b) 
[were] mismatched to the evidence or prompt [Type 2], (c) evaluated the importance of an event 
or piece of evidence with missing or incomplete connection to prompt [Type 3], or (d) fully 
addressed the prompt by evaluating how the act of writing helped the main character [Type 4]” 
(O’Hallaron, 2014, p. 320). The frequency of each type of reason was calculated. There were 4 
Type 1 reasons (8.89%), 5 Type 2 reasons (11.11%), 20 Type 3 reasons (44.44%), and 16 Type 4 
reasons (35.56%). The majority of current and former ELLs’ reasons were either partially 
(Type 3) or completely (Type 4) successful at addressing the prompt. These numbers revealed 
that most participating ELL students were able to understand the task and properly execute 
argument formation after explicit instruction. What was also apparent for O’Hallaron was that 
consistency in the quality of reasons for each student varied, indicating that more practice was 
required.  
However, sporadic reasoning quality was never observed in a single writing sample. 
Contiguous reason categories were achieved as no student included Type 1 and Type 4 reasons 
in the same sample. O’Hallaron’s (2014) analysis demonstrated that enhanced class discussion 
on Occasion 2 was supportive. Students modified the structure for writing reasons instead of 
appropriating rigid writing models when given explicit instruction. On Occasion 1 and Occasion 
2 students were able to write claims and select evidence generated from class discussion. 
However, the inclusion of well-developed reasons was inconsistent. O’Hallaron (2014) 
proclaimed this as evidence for describing the skill of writing reasons as a continual process.  
O’Hallaron (2014) stated that there were several study limitations. O’Hallaron (2014) 
considered 15 Occasion 1 final drafts and 17 Occasion 2 final drafts a small sample size for 
analysis. The primary limitation was the difference in difficulty levels of the writing prompts. 
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The abstract nature of the Occasion 2 prompt made argument formation considerably more 
challenging than the more concrete Occasion 1 prompt. O’Hallaron attributed the inconsistent 
production of reasons on Occasion 2 to the challenging prompt and to the quantity of available 
evidence in the Dear Mr. Henshaw text. In addition, the difference in format of the two books 
created an imbalance of difficulty level between the two conditions. La Bamba was written in a 
recognizable narrative format which would have presumably made the text less challenging to 
understand and navigate. Familiarity with the structure of the source text would have facilitated 
the process of finding evidence. Dear Mr. Henshaw, having been written in a less familiar diary 
entry format, could have interfered with students’ initial understanding of the text and further 
impeded the reasoning and writing process. 
Hsin and Snow (2017) acknowledged that coordinating claims with evidence, generating 
warrants, and explicitly supplying and rejecting counterarguments are demanding activities that 
tax the linguistic and cognitive resources of students with limited exposure to English literature. 
Virtually insuperable is the task of argumentative writing production for those whose emergent 
literacy development has equipped them with small mental lexicons and restricted syntactic 
constructions (Hsin & Snow, 2017). Yet instead of focusing on the challenges caused by 
language minority status, Hsin and Snow (2017) found a propitious consequence of bilingualism. 
Hsin and Snow (2017) reasoned that navigating a bilingual environment requires that students 
adopt others’ perspectives to decide whether to communicate in one language or another. Indeed 
Deuchar and Quay (1999) discovered that bilinguals consistently exercise conscious control of 
linguistic decision making when addressing individuals. “Daily communicative pressure for 
perspective taking and language selection has more than an analogous relationship to the 
construction of a strong argument (Kuhn, Hemberger, & Khait, 2016)” (Hsin & Snow, 2017, p. 
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1195). Hsin and Snow (2017) questioned whether the persuasive writing of language minority 
students would display more perspective taking than that of comparable English only students. 
Thus, Hsin and Snow (2017) studied the incidence of social perspective taking in the persuasive 
essays of students in fourth through sixth grade. When language minority students’ essays were 
compared to English only students’ essays it was found that language minority students 
surpassed English only students on a measure of perspective taking.  
Hsin and Snow (2017) recruited 41 language minority (LM) students in grades 4 to 6 
from northeastern urban schools. These students were classified as formerly limited English 
proficient (FLEP). FLEP students were chosen as the focal sample instead of current ELL 
students to minimize linguistic limitations that could influence the ability to utilize perspective 
taking. For Hsin and Snow (2017), since the FLEP students’ persistent writing difficulties had 
been demonstrated throughout their academic careers, it was expected that their writing samples 
would be of lesser quality than similar English only (EO) students. Each language minority 
student was matched to an EO student using variable optimal matching. To reduce the difference 
between the samples on the dimensions of demographics and instructional experiences, students 
were matched according to classroom, sex, and free/reduced lunch status variables. 
Essays were written as part of the WordGen Tier-1 curriculum. The WordGen curriculum 
was developed as a component of core instructional practice in mainstream classrooms. 
WordGen is divided into 24-week units implemented across content areas (i.e., English language 
arts, math, science, and social studies). To encourage reading of informative texts, participation 
in class discussion, and debate, students write a response to a unit question (e.g., ‘‘Should 
students be paid to do well in school?’’ or ‘‘Should everyone learn a second language?’’).  
Students were invited to articulate and defend their position in their essay. LM and EO students 
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each contributed 1 to 13 essays that totaled 479 essays. On average LM students contributed 5.2 
essays and EO students contributed 6.16 essays. Also, essay length was not significantly 
associated with language status. The average number of words for LM students was 66.63 and 
the average number of words for EO students was 60.12 per essay.  
The essays were transcribed and analyzed using the Computerized Language Analysis 
(CLAN) program. Spelling, capitalization, and grammatical errors were coded in the original 
transcription process. Two trained research assistants scored the essays for the sophistication of 
perspective taking (PT) according to a coding scheme presented in the SPTAM assessment. The 
SPTAM coding distinguishes three PT levels according to a sophistication hierarchy. The least 
sophisticated type of PT is acknowledgment where there is a mention of unique agents or actors. 
The second level of sophistication is articulation where there are explicit statements of thoughts, 
beliefs, preferences, and orientations to action of another agent or actor. Finally, the most 
sophisticated PT is positioning. Positioning is the characterization of an agent as reflective of a 
norm or position. As a whole, students used an average of 7.19 different PT types per essay.  
The analyses resulted in a reliable difference between LM students and EO students in 
that LM writers had a stronger proclivity for using articulation PT in their essays, when 
controlling for essay length. LM students incorporated a larger number of personal perspectives 
to bolster their arguments as compared to EO students. LM and EO students were comparable in 
their use of level 3 PT, positioning. Positioning almost never appeared as it was considered to be 
the most sociocognitive complex form of PT. Only 40 essays, or 8.4% displayed the use of 
positioning and only 5 essays contained positioning more than once. The researchers relayed 
their surprise at finding that sixth-graders did not seize the opportunity to make their essays more 
forceful through positioning. Hsin and Snow (2017) stated that sixth-graders have the cognitive 
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ability of theory of mind, linguistic tools like subordinate clauses, and causal language needed to 
produce level 3 PT. The researchers hypothesized that engaging in positioning during the free-
form argumentation task required students to introduce an actor, articulate the actor’s 
perspective, and position that perspective, all of which may have been beyond their 
understanding of the task. 
Despite the difficulty LM students experience during language-related assignments, and 
especially free-form tasks, LM students were proven to surpass EO peers in the use of level 2 
PT. Hsin and Snow’s (2017) study detected a relative writing strength. With numerous studies 
documenting the struggles of students less exposed to the English language, the researchers were 
able to find evidence of an academic benefit resulting from bilingualism and a well-practiced 
habit of multiple perspective taking.   
The findings, however, are not without limitation. Hsin and Snow (2017) reported that a 
small sample size and missing data points due to student absenteeism were problematic. 
Including FLEP students and excluding current ELLs limited the generalizability of the reported 
findings as well. The researchers also noted that neither LM students’ first and second language 
proficiencies were determined, nor students’ home languages identified. Hsin and Snow (2017) 
conjectured that this information could have explained variable essay lengths across the sample. 
Finally, Hsin and Snow (2017) stated that study findings could have been enhanced if other 
characteristics of student argumentation would have been measured and analyzed. An 
investigation of language based measures such as lexical diversity, structural measures like 
discourse organization, and argument features such as warrants, connecting claims, and 
counterarguments could have enriched the analysis of the influence PT has on the development 
of written argumentation skills. 
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The purpose of Reynolds’ (2005) study was to compare the development of linguistic 
fluency in the writing of 5th to 8th grade students enrolled in English as a Second Language (ESL, 
n = 189) and regular language arts (RLA, n = 546) classes. The ESL students who participated in 
the study classified into the second or third level of English proficiency according to the oral 
IDEA Proficiency Test. Many of the ESL students were native Spanish speakers who had 
recently arrived from Central America and Mexico. The RLA students were native English 
speakers with approximately half of the students reporting that another language such as Spanish 
was spoken in the home. The predominantly Spanish speaking ESL participants provided 
Reynolds with a relatively homogenous cohort with which to examine the evolution of linguistic 
fluency. 
 Reynolds (2005) conceptualized linguistic fluency as “a component of language 
performance marked by the correlated use of linguistic structures to achieve rhetorical purposes 
according to the shared norms of a discourse community” (Reynolds, 2005, p. 32). In contrast to 
the usual emphasis on accuracy or complexity, Reynolds sought to explore the control of mental 
processes that expediently produce appropriate language. Language fluency is accessing 
linguistic knowledge to create cohesive text and placing the text produced into the “discourse 
space created for it by conventions… related to genre, register, and even topic” (Reynolds, 2005, 
p. 20).  
Reynolds (2005) investigated whether and how ESL and RLA students differ with respect 
to the development of linguistic fluency in writing by examining informational discourse, 
lexically elaborated narrative, personal discourse, projected scenarios, and directed idea 
justification. To explore the elements of linguistic fluency, all participants were asked to respond 
to one of two writing prompts. The first prompt required the students to write about their 
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preference for special foods consumed on holidays. An account of the most recent consumption, 
the preparation procedure for the food, and its personal importance to the student were to be 
included in the response. The second prompt asked students to write a letter to their teacher 
describing their preparation methods for a hypothetical exam taking place one week in the future. 
The students were to explain several methods for exam preparation and provide support for the 
validity of each method.  
Both prompts were classified into the informational genre by the researcher, however 
Reynolds (2005) stated that the prompts elicit supplementary details that do not qualify as 
procedural information. The “Food” prompt includes aspects of the narrative genre in the 
solicitation of a description of the most recent time the food was consumed. The “Test” prompt 
contains a persuasive component in that the student must convince the reader of the validity of 
each study method. The “Test” topic also allows for anecdotal support of study behavior which 
classifies as narration. The prompts were cited as the study’s main limitation. Reynolds (2005) 
suggested that differences in the rhetorical demands of each prompt should have been compared 
more carefully and analyzed properly for their influence on student performance. 
Indeed, the disparities between the two writing prompts were problematic. Firstly, the 
writing prompts were thematically disparate. The informal “Food” prompt was emotionally 
evocative and sentimental. The formal “Test” prompt was inclined towards logic, planning, and 
justification. Secondly, one prompt was less specific than another. The “Food” prompt had no 
clearly designated audience when the “Test” prompt assigned a teacher as the audience. In 
addition, the “Food” prompt had no format requirement while the “Test” prompt specified that 
the student should write a letter. Thirdly, each prompt required students to project themselves 
into different time periods and then write in the appropriate tense. The “Food” prompt elicited 
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recollection and description of past events. The “Test” prompt induced students to reference 
prior experiences of studying, write in the future tense for actions that will occur, and write about 
the past in their justification of future plans. Lastly, students were asked to recall events in which 
they played an auxiliary or primary role which would have influenced their memory for events 
and the manner in which they wrote about them. A student most likely would have played a 
secondary role in food preparation by assisting an adult. In studying for an exam, a student most 
likely would have been the primary actor. For these reasons, Reynolds (2005) was correct in 
stating that the writing prompts required rectification. 
The students’ responses to the prompts were transcribed and analyzed via the Child 
Language Analysis (CLAN) software program. The ESL and RLA students’ writing products 
were compared. Several features characterized the text each group created. Reynolds (2005) 
discovered that the informational density of the text produced differed between the two groups. 
The ESL students’ writing was found to be far less informationally dense than that of the RLA 
students. The ESL students had difficulty with provisioning information and using 
communication features. The RLA students demonstrated more finesse with incorporating 
additional detail without “excessive conjunctions that are less characteristic of academic writing” 
(Reynolds, 2005, p. 36). RLA student text contained more lexically elaborated narrative 
language and diverse vocabulary. Reynolds suggested that RLA students’ linguistic fluency was 
demonstrated by their approach to discourse elaboration and linguistic variety. ESL student text 
appeared less developmentally advanced in that ESL expression was comparably more limited 
and idiosyncratic language was found in the response to both prompts.  
Distinctions between ESL and RLA writers surfaced in other respects. ESL students 
preferred describing their study strategies as physical movement, whereas RLA students relied 
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upon preposition combinations such as “on” and “of”, which customarily link arguments, for 
their study method descriptions. The general use of clausal and phrasal connectors by ESL 
students reflected a general tendency for topic development “through the reporting of sequenced 
events more than the RLA students” (Reynolds, 2005, p. 37). ESL students struggled to 
manipulate language for the purpose of addressing the reader when RLA students did not. An 
analysis of the distribution of first and second person pronouns in the ESL essays suggested that 
the less frequently used second person pronouns may have resulted from an inclination to over-
use first person pronouns and a possible inability to shift from first-person to second-person. “On 
the Test topic, the ESL students’ median use of first person is 9.68, more than nine times greater 
than their use of second person. In comparison, the RLA students’ median for first-person is 6.05 
and for second-person 3.16” (Reynolds, 2005, p. 40).  
Maintaining first-person may be an indication that shifting from first to second person 
may be “beyond the linguistic competency of the ESL students” (Reynolds, 2005, p. 39). “Thus, 
again the RLA students’ greater linguistic fluency seems to be demonstrated by their ability to 
use [second person pronouns]” (Reynolds, 2005, p. 40) as an appropriate device for inducing 
reader agreement. Although RLA students exhibited more linguistic flexibility, some advanced 
types of usage were outside the RLA students’ skill set. Nominalizations, passives, and time 
adverbials were rarely utilized by any of the participants. “Given the grammatical sophistication 
involved in the use of passives and nominalizations, it seems probable that these structures are 
only beginning to emerge in the grammars of the RLA students as well as the ESL [students]” 
(Reynolds, 2005, p.35). 
As stated by Reynolds (2005), the most significant findings from the study relate to the 
revelation of the nature of ESL students’ linguistic competency. Specifically, “the findings for 
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the informational load and lexically elaborated narrative dimensions support the conclusions of 
previous studies” (Reynolds, 2005, p. 41). ESL writers must expand the volume and 
sophistication of their lexicon in order to increase the complexity of their writing. In order to do 
so, Reynolds recommended that curricula include writing for different purposes and audiences 
given ESL students’ language proficiency levels and lack of experience with academic registers. 
The researcher also suggested that analyzing student produced texts should involve the 
examination of the functional uses of language as analysis derived from decontextualized 
paradigms of form and meaning are limited.   
Studies that have compared the writing of ELL and native-English speaking writers have 
revealed significant differences in the features and structure of the writing produced. “Although 
such text-based characterizations of ESL writing are helpful in pointing out specific features that 
distinguish the writing of ELL students from that of native speakers, they are of limited use in 
revealing the cognitive processes that give rise to such features” (Beck et al., 2013). As 
previously mentioned, measurement and analysis of the text produced cannot entirely address the 
ELL writing experience.  
In 2013 Beck, Llosa, and Fredrick sought to characterize high school ELL and non-
ELL’s argumentative writing processes. The researchers questioned how non-ELL versus ELL 
students would respond to a writing task that required providing evidence in support of a thesis. 
They intended to uncover the obstacles students encountered while writing by documenting the 
thought processes of these two groups in situ. Beck et al.’s intent was to discover the relationship 
between the challenges articulated by ELL and non-ELL students during composition and the 
writing produced. The primary sources of data were student verbal reports and the writing 
product generated from these sessions. 
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The participants were recruited from ninth and tenth grade English Language Arts 
courses and intermediate level English as a Second Language courses. Of the 27 participants 10 
were ELL students whose scores on the New York State English as a Second Language 
Achievement Test had placed them in the intermediate language proficiency category. No data 
were reported concerning the native languages spoken by ELL students. All 27 high school 
participants were given 30 minutes to respond to a writing prompt which asked students to think 
of the best book they had ever read or movie they had ever seen and persuade a friend to read the 
book or watch the movie. The students were neither required to complete their responses to the 
writing prompt during the think aloud protocol nor were their writing samples scored for overall 
quality. As Beck et al. (2013) explained, the purpose of the study was to discover the challenges 
experienced while composing and qualitatively describe the compositions according to the genre 
category into which the writing samples were classified. Thus, a complete response and an 
overall quality score were not required. 
The study was designed to accurately capture the evanescent thoughts and moments of 
deliberation that summed to the final written product. The researchers instructed participants to 
continuously verbalize their thinking processes while composing. After transcribing their 
vocalizations, the researchers identified and classified the types of challenges the writers had 
expressed aloud while writing. A total of 22 challenges were identified. Some challenges were 
previously codified based on “prior studies of writing processes” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 364) 
while others were identified and coded simultaneously. Two commonly reported challenges 
emerged from the transcript analysis across both groups. An astounding 85% (n = 23) of the 
participants articulated that at some point Translating was problematic. The researchers defined 
Translating as “challenges in rendering one’s ideas in the conventions of written English (e.g. 
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How do you spell ‘believe’?)” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 380). Even though both cohorts had 
difficulty with Translating, the way in which this challenge was experienced by ELL and non-
ELL participants differed. When attempting to find adequate words, ELL students were more 
likely to completely stall the writing process or maneuver out of the dilemma by changing the 
course of their ideas. For non-ELLs, the students were more concerned with alternative phrasing. 
The second most commonly reported challenge was Generating or producing ideas (e.g. “I don’t 
know what to say next.”) (p.380) which was articulated by 48% of participants (n = 13).  For this 
particular challenge, ELL and non-ELL writers’ experiences were similar in that establishing a 
connection between the source text or film and a “guiding interpretive idea” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 
365) to continue writing was taxing.  
Upon closer inspection of “the distribution of other challenges verbalized across[the] two 
groups of participants”, “important differences” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 365) between non-ELL and 
ELL students were revealed. Six non-ELLs voiced their concerns with satisfying the imagined 
reader’s desiderata (Audience Needs), whereas one ELL student expressed the same concern. In 
addition, three non-ELLs commented on their struggle with introductory or conclusory elements 
(Introduction/Conclusion) while none of the ELLs mentioned this challenge. Beck et al. (2013) 
interpreted speaking about challenges as indicative of possessing an awareness of the structure of 
an argumentative essay and the text’s scope. Furthermore, these “examples reveal that the ability 
to articulate certain challenges actually constitutes a strength in the sense of a more sophisticated 
understanding of the genre” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 368). As a group, non-ELL students 
demonstrated a heightened awareness of genre specific requirements as compared to ELL 
students. Twenty of the 22 challenges identified in the data were articulated by non-ELL students 
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suggesting that they were cognizant of more argumentative elements than ELL students who had 
mentioned 14 of the 22 challenges. 
Beck et al.’s (2013) interpretation of the findings provides evidence for genre knowledge 
given that the students produced texts in four distinct writing categories. The writing prompt was 
intended to elicit argumentative text, “in which the writer makes a case for the quality of the film 
or book by means of a central thesis and supporting details” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 368). Eleven of 
the 17 non-ELL writers and 1 of the 10 ELL writers produced text that met the criteria for 
argumentative writing, yet the researchers “found that more than half of the students produced 
other genres” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 368). The majority of students either wrote narratives in 
which the events of the book or film were recounted or “narrguments”, “a hybrid between a 
narrative and an argument, which refers to compositions with a thesis in the introduction that is 
supported, in the body of the paper, by a narrative summary of the plot” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 
368). Three ELL writers produced narratives and four produced narrguments in comparison to 
zero non-ELL writers producing narratives and six producing narrguments. Two ELL writers 
produced writing that classified into the off-topic category. In total, 15 of 27 students did not 
write text that qualified as argumentative.  
Genre category directly linked to the types of challenges expressed during the think-aloud 
protocol. Challenges in selecting a topic, overcoming the physical requirements of writing, and 
balancing the shifting of cognitive processes (Topic Choice, Graphomotor Issues, and Managing 
the Writing Process) “all aspects of writing related to general production rather than genre-
specific concerns, surfaced among ELL narrative writers but not among ELL narrgument 
writers” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 369). As would be expected, the writing process of less skilled 
ELL students was laden with lower tier challenges. In fact, 100% of narrative ELL writers, 100% 
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of off-topic ELL writers, and 75% of narrgument ELL writers “whose responses less closely 
approximated the target response” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 370) were more frequently interrupted 
by the challenge of Translating. From this data, it is clear that less automatized physical and 
cognitive processes coupled with language complications and less genre knowledge can lead to 
the production of text which does not meet genre standards.  
Beck et al. (2013) expressed that the limitation of the study was the amount of time 
students were given to write. The study was conducted within a 45 minute class period with 30 
minutes allotted for writing. The researchers stated that the students were informed that they 
were not required to submit a complete response. Nonetheless, Beck et al. (2013) recognized the 
possibility that the observed challenges resulted from a time limit which afforded students 
minimal time to select a source text. Beck et al. state that “Even though a time-compressed task 
cannot capture the full range of students’ experiences and abilities as writers, it nevertheless 
provided a snapshot of their composing processes” (Beck et al., 2013, p. 364). The time 
restriction could have had a greater impact than Beck et al. (2013) acknowledged. With only 30 
minutes dedicated to writing, only a brief sampling of an extended composing and revising 
process was recorded. Had all students and especially ELL students been given unlimited time to 
compose, the writing product could have been more fully developed and findings may have 
differed. Furthermore, the study could have been supplemented with data reporting the native 
languages spoken by ELL students. In the absence of this information, it is unknown whether the 
results apply to a linguistically diverse or a homogenous ELL sample.  
The comparison of genre writing of high school ELLs and non-ELLs from Beck et al.’s 
2013 study lends credence to Hinkel’s (2002) observation that college level English as a second 
language (ESL) writers are more likely than English speaking writers to lapse into narrative 
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writing in their academic essays rather than supply evidence to support their arguments. ESL 
writers also differed from native English speakers in other ways. To test these differences, 
Hinkel (2002) investigated the frequencies of 68 syntactic, lexical, and rhetorical features in 
essays generated by ESL students and native English speaking students. The selection of 
included features was chosen for their textual functions and meanings, as identified in previous 
research of lexis and English language grammar. 
 Native English speaking students and ESL students were given six writing prompts from 
placement and diagnostic assessments. The linguistic and rhetorical features of 1,215 ESL and 
242 English native speakers’ essays were statistically analyzed according to task. The corpus of 
the data was composed of approximately 434,000 words. The nationalities included in the 
sample were Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese, Indonesian and Arabic speakers. The texts 
were written by advanced ESL students who had received 6 months to 3 years of education in the 
United States. The comparison group consisted of native English speaking students who were 
enrolled in required first year composition courses.  
The topics of the writing prompts included the strictness of parents, grades and learning, 
pay for performers, types of lessons, parents influencing opinions, and selecting university 
majors. All of the prompts specified that opinions and exemplification were to be included in the 
essay. Interestingly, Hinkel (2002) found that the prompt topic influenced aspects of text 
construction for all students. When given two possible viewpoints that were exceedingly difficult 
to decide between, the language produced was more complex. However, ESL writers as a whole 
lacked complexity of vocabulary in their academic texts. The greatest disparity was the frequent 
utilization of fixed strings, including collocations and idioms, the excessive use of vague nouns 
(e.g. people, world), and the significantly less frequent use of advance and retroactive nouns (e.g. 
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issue, topic) to provide cohesion. ESL students also used language activity nouns (e.g. contrast, 
debate, quote, reference, and summary) more often than native English speaking students. These 
types of nouns are considered simpler semantically and lexically. ESL students also used third 
person pronouns more often than native speakers, who would rephrase or restate the noun phrase.  
Overall, ESL students’ writing was less elaborative when articulating logical relations 
amongst ideas. As Hinkel (2002) explains, “mere exposure to academic texts… does not lead to 
[ESL students] learning the range of lexis and collocational uses of vocabulary that they need to 
produce appropriate text and discourse in their writing” (p.247). Thus, an acquaintance with 
academic texts cannot supersede direct instruction and experience in genre writing. 
Although important textual characteristics were identified in the comparative analysis of 
ESL and native speaking students’ writing, Hinkel (2002) stated that frequency counts of 
syntactic, lexical, and rhetorical features cannot reveal information about discourse structure or 
organization in writing. According to Hinkel (2002), the occurrence of specific features provides 
no insight into the accuracy or inaccuracy of these features at the sentence or phrase level syntax. 
Frequency counts are also unsuitable for investigating the ideational quality of propositions, their 
sequencing, clarity, or contextualization. Likewise, features of discourse such as topic sentence, 
topic elaboration and progression, or argument development cannot be examined through 
frequency counts. Hinkel is correct in that the absence or presence of features provide limited 
information. Identifying relationships amongst the elements, making judgements of quality, and 
assessing accuracy provide greater depth of analysis.  
Irrespective of linguistic category, non-native English speaking student populations have 
demonstrated that the encumbrance of obtaining language proficiency affects academic 
performance. A delay in vocabulary development results in the diminished ability to comprehend 
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grade level text (August et al., 2005) which consequently obstructs writing competency. Without 
the automatization of language, students’ cognitive faculties are overloaded, leaving less 
capacity for planning, fluid sentence generation, making local and global structural revisions, 
and monitoring grammatical usage (Beck et al., 2013). Hindered by the challenges of production, 
non-native English speaking students struggle to give form to amorphous thoughts and to 
generate words that successfully interface with prospective audiences. The written product of 
ELL and ESL students reflects these difficulties. Researchers have found that text written by 
ELL and ESL students are less informationally dense, lack appropriate reasons, incorporate less 
sophisticated language, and do not demonstrate sufficient genre knowledge (Beck et al., 2013; 
Hinkel, 2002; O’Hallaron, 2014; Reynolds, 2005).  
Constructs of Interest 
The current study addresses the linguistic features and structural components of opinion 
writing produced by native Spanish speaking and native English speaking students enrolled in 
college developmental education courses. The linguistic features that were explored are 
vocabulary and language use. Specifically, the use of academic vocabulary and connectives, 
which heighten lexical cohesion. The detection of these linguistic features along with an analysis 
of argumentative structural element usage, examination of overall persuasiveness, and 
calculation of functional elements, all contribute to understanding differences related to native 
language.  
All linguistic features and structural components were assigned numerical values via 
analytic software, computer programs, manual scoring, and ratio calculations. These procedures 
were performed to explore the relationship between native language and the occurrence of 
particular words, the ability to persuade, argument formulation, and the efficacy of written 
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communication. Each of these constructs is defined and placed within the context of previous 
investigations.  
Overall persuasiveness. For Ferretti et al. (2009), the totality of the argument equates to 
its summative persuasive force. “A constellation of propositions” (van Eemeren, Grootendorst, & 
Henkemans, 1996, p. 5) is advanced with the intention to justify a standpoint. “The propositions 
that constitute an argument possess a structure that in its totality increases the acceptability of the 
writer’s standpoint” (Ferretti et al., 2009, p. 578). Thus, overall persuasiveness encompasses the 
strength of the arguments’ efficacy in steering the audience’s standpoint into alignment with the 
author’s position. Various characteristics are considered in the evaluation of overall 
persuasiveness (De La Paz, Ferretti, Wissinger, Yee, & MacArthur, 2012; Ferretti, MacArthur, & 
Dowdy, 2000; MacArthur, Philippakos, & Lanetta, 2015). First, a position or opinion is to be 
clearly stated. Second, reasons are to be provided to support the position. Third, the reasons are 
supported and elaborated, using facts, examples, principles, or other techniques. Fourth, the 
essay is to be clear, logical, cohesive, and include relevant information. For the measurement and 
examination of persuasive writing ability, a primary trait rubric has been utilized by researchers 
(Ferretti et al., 2009; Ferretti et al., 2000). A single score representing overall persuasiveness 
allows for determining how well the student fulfilled the requirements of the writing assignment 
and the efficacy of the writing to persuade the reader. 
Academic words. Academic vocabulary constitutes words used in multiple academic 
contexts (e.g., synthesize, confirm, deduce). Academic vocabulary is distinguished from content 
vocabulary as it is not specific to individual disciplines or topics (Olinghouse & Wilson, 2013). 
Neither technical, nor domain specific, academic vocabulary is broader in application. Academic 
words have been identified and compiled to facilitate differentiation from other types of 
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vocabulary. The Academic Word List consists of 550 words that are frequently found in 
academic texts across subjects (Cobb, Web VocabProfile ). These catalogued words have been 
used by Olinghouse and Wilson (2013) to evaluate student levels of academic language 
proficiency. Other researchers have used vocabulary profiles as predictors of academic and 
pedagogic success (Morris, 2001). In addition to the extensive benefits of examining vocabulary 
for general instructional and profiling purposes, there is a direct benefit to investigating the use 
of specific words within the text. The analysis of academic words within student writing is 
crucial as vocabulary has been found to influence persuasive writing quality (Olinghouse & 
Wilson, 2013).  
 Connectives. Connectives contribute to text cohesion. “Cohesion generally refers to the 
presence or absence of explicit cues in the text that allow the reader to make connections 
between the ideas in the text” (Crossley, Kyle, & McNamara, 2016, p. 1228). Connectives are 
words and phrases whose function is to link linguistic units together within the text (Crossley, 
Kyle, et al., 2016). Examples of connectives are ‘consequently’, ‘admittedly’, ‘on the contrary’, 
and ‘therefore’. These words “act as explicit cues that inform the reader that there are relations 
between ideas and the nature of those relations (Halliday & Hasan, 1976)” (Crossley, Kyle, & 
McNamara, 2016, p. 1228). The importance of connectives extends beyond their function within 
the text. In 2010 Crossley and McNamara reported that “human judgments of coherence were 
strongly correlated with human judgments of essay quality (r = .80)” (Crossley, Kyle, & 
McNamara, 2016, p. 1229). 
Similar to the Academic Word List, connective words and phrases have been compiled 
into a list for use in analyzing text for lexical cohesion (Crossley, Kyle, et al., 2016; Crossley, 
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Muldner, et al., 2016; Crossley et al., 2011). Two hundred and sixty-three total words comprise 
the single word and word phrase list. 
Argumentative structural elements. An argumentative structural element is an individual 
component with a distinct function. For example, a statement of stance serves to express an 
opinion. In addition, these elements relate to one another according to superordinate and 
subordinate relationships. The identification of argumentative elements and determination of 
their hierarchical order has been conducted by Ferretti et al. (2009). Utilizing the 
Pragmadialectical Theory of Argumentation (van Eemeren et al., 1996), Ferretti et al. (2009) 
devised a coding system to dissect argumentative text into isolated elements. For a complete list 
of elements and their definitions, please refer to Appendix B. 
Ferretti et al. (2009) mapped composition elements to form a diagram that simultaneously 
represented the text as a whole and its elements. A subsequent study conducted by De La Paz et 
al. (2012) replicated the process with some modification. This approach to analysis identified the 
writer’s stance, alternative standpoints, coordinated support for standpoints, and subordinated 
supports for standpoints. De La Paz et al. (2012) captured the levels of reasoning that formed the 
supportive structure of arguments in addition to argumentative elements such as rhetorical 
statements, counter arguments, rebuttals, nonfunctional statements, and conclusory statements. 
“The resulting graphic representation depicted the elements of the argumentative structure and 
the superordinate and subordinate relationships among these elements in each participant’s 
written argument” (De La Paz et al., 2012, p. 425).  
The argumentative elements create a “supporting justificatory structure” (Ferretti et al., 
2009, p. 578) that bolsters the author’s standpoint. The inclusion of these elements are essential 
as the absence of these elements reduces the overall quality of the essays (Graham & Harris, 
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1989). Furthermore, Ferretti et al. (2000) “analyses indicate that about 45% of the variance in the 
quality of students’ essays could be accounted for by the inclusion of argumentative elements” 
(Ferretti et al., 2009, p. 578).  
Non-functional element. A non-functional element is a statement that is extraneous or 
erroneous. This element does not advance the argument in any way (Ferretti et al., 2009). Ferretti 
et al. (2009) included this type of element in the classification system of codified elements. Its 
inclusion within the system was important to the accurate identification and documentation of 
every element found within the text (Ferretti et al., 2009). Despite the quality of being extraneous 
or erroneous, the presence of non-functional elements affects the structure and persuasiveness of 
the text. For the purpose of the current study, the non-functional elements within each writing 
sample were counted so that the percentage of functional elements could be calculated. 
Functional elements are all those listed within the argumentative structural list with the exception 
of the non-functional element (E9). The examination of the functional elements reveals how 
much of the essay served to advance the student’s standpoint and may explain the overall 











Chapter 3: Method            
Prior research compared non-native English speakers’ argumentative writing to native 
English speakers’ argumentative writing to understand how non-native English speakers’ text 
differs (Beck et al., 2013; Hinkel, 2002; O’Hallaron, 2014; Reynolds, 2005). Some studies have 
examined the structural organization of students’  argumentative writing (Ferretti, Andrews-
Weckerly, & Lewis, 2007; Ferretti et al., 2009; Ferretti et al., 2000) while others have focused on 
the linguistic features of the text produced (Hinkel, 2002). The current study examines the 
structural elements and the linguistic features of the opinion writing produced by native Spanish 
speakers and native English speakers. As the utilization of structural elements and the language 
used to express these elements influence the text’s persuasiveness, both the structural and 
linguistic features of the writing samples were examined.  
Participants  
All participants were enrolled in developmental education courses in two community 
colleges, both in large urban areas, on the east and west coast of the United States, respectively. 
These courses were designed for students necessitating further development of academic skills. 
From this group, the study participants were selected according to their native language (native 
Spanish or native English), availability of writing samples for the chosen prompts, and the 
availability of a reading ability score. The students whose native language is Spanish are 
linguistically classified as non-native speakers who benefit from instruction in English. These 
students are not considered English language learners (ELLs). Based on these selection criteria, 
there were n = 112 native Spanish speakers and n = 247 native English speakers in the sample of 
the study.   
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A descriptive analysis of the variables in Table 2 was conducted using IBM SPSS V. 
26.0. The frequency distributions (counts and percentages) of the categorical demographic and 
contextual characteristics of the native English speakers were compared with those of the native 
Spanish speakers. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the characteristics of the native English speakers 
versus the native Spanish speakers. The gender ratios were approximately equivalent in the 
groups. The majority of the English speakers were located at Site 2, whereas the majority of the 
Spanish speakers were located at Site 1. The proportions of part-time and full-time students were 
approximately equal across the two groups. The most frequent course among the English 
speakers was English, whereas the most frequent course among the Spanish speakers was 
Reading. Most of the students in both groups had not taken any previous ESL courses, and most 
















Characteristics of English vs. Spanish Speaking Students (Categorical Variables) 
Variable Category English-Speaking 
(N = 247, 68.8%) 
Spanish-Speaking 
(N = 112, 31.2%) 
Total 
(N = 359) 
n Percent n Percent n Percent 
Gender  Male 119 48.2% 40 36.0% 159 44.4% 
Female 128 51.8% 71 64.0% 199 55.6% 
 
Site Site 1 78 31.6% 80 71.4% 158 44.0% 





Part Time 93 37.7% 28 25.0% 121 33.7% 
Full Time 154 62.3% 84 75.0% 248 66.3% 
 
Course Reading 32 13.0% 54 48.2% 86 24.0% 
Writing 46 18.6% 26 23.2% 72 20.1% 





0 237 96.0% 88 78.6% 325 90.5% 
1 to 3 5 2.0% 21 18.8% 26 7.2% 




0 206 83.4% 58 51.8% 264 73.5% 
1 to 10 33 13.4% 26 23.2% 59 16.4% 
11 to 20 6 2.4% 17 15.2% 23 6.4% 
> 20 2 0.8% 11 9.8% 13 3.6% 
 
 Table 3 demonstrates that the ages of the English and Spanish speaking students were 
equivalent, indicated by strong overlaps between the 95% confidence intervals of the mean ages 
for each group (Cumming & Fidler, 2009).  
Prior to writing opinion paragraphs, each students’ reading level proficiency was 
measured by the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Brown, Fishco, & Hanna, 1993) to ascertain 
initial reading ability. The Nelson Denny Total Pretest scores of the Spanish speaking students 
measuring reading ability were consistently lower (M = 52.94) than those of the English 
speaking students (M = 67.11). The two groups of students probably represented different 
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populations in terms of their reading abilities, as the 95% confidence intervals of the two mean 
scores did not overlap with each other (Cumming & Fidler, 2009). However, both language 
group means were far below the 200-point test mean, indicating low reading ability. Later 
analyses indicated that reading ability was not a significant factor. 
Table 3 




(N = 247) 
Spanish Speaking 
(N = 112) 
M 95% CI M 95% CI 
Age  21.59 20.75, 22.43 21.92 20.94, 22.91 
Reading Ability   67.11 64.02, 70.19 52.94 49.20, 56.67 
 
Data Source 
The corpus of writing samples were drawn from an archive collected in a prior literacy 
intervention study (Perin et al., 2013). The intervention consisted of 10 self-guided units 
designed as a curricular supplement. The units were completed by the students outside of class. 
Participants were required to read passages of up to 850 words, answer questions regarding 
comprehension and strategy awareness, review vocabulary, write a summary of the text, write an 
opinion essay, and state the time to completion.  
The Perin et al. (2013) 10-unit intervention required that students respond to a novel 
opinion writing prompt each week. Students were to generate an essay consisting of one to two 
paragraphs that expressed their opinion on a controversial topic. The opinion prompts were 
assigned at the request of the participants’ instructors, for the purpose of college test preparation. 
The participants’ instructors deemed the prompts appropriate for student practice. Persuasive 
writing was taught to some extent but not emphasized in the participants’ classrooms.  
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Archival data pertaining to the study conducted by Perin et al. (2013) are the source of 
the 959 writing samples initially included in the study. The opinion paragraphs were written by 
students participating in the second intervention group of the original experiment. From the ten 
possible opinion paragraph prompts, four were selected from which to draw writing samples for 
analysis. The selected prompts were administered toward the beginning of the intervention. The 
topics of the four prompts were organic food, electric power, the use of hybrid vehicles, and 
governmental regulation of air conditioning. All viable responses were transcribed from 
handwritten documents to word processing documents for facilitation of scoring.  
The students who produced the opinion paragraphs classified into three language 
categories: native English speakers, native Spanish speakers, and native speakers of other 
languages. Only opinion paragraphs written by native English speaking students and native 
Spanish speaking students were included.  
Measures  
 Demographic and contextual information. Background information was collected from 
each participant. The students reported demographic factors, including gender and age, and 
contextual factors, including number of remedial credits, number of previous ESL courses; 
enrollment status (part-time or full-time), and college location (site).  
Nelson-Denny Reading Test. This measure was used as a covariate. The Nelson-Denny 
Reading Test (Brown et al., 1993) is comprised of two subtests that measure vocabulary and 
reading comprehension. The vocabulary portion is an 80-item multiple-choice subtest to be 
completed within 15-minutes. The comprehension portion is a 20-minute reading comprehension 
subtest with 38 multiple-choice factual and inferential questions. The items relate to seven 
reading passages of diverse topics. The vocabulary and comprehension subtest scores are 
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summarized in a total score. The test manual reports internal consistency reliabilities for the 
test’s alternate Forms G as 0.89 for vocabulary, 0.81 for reading comprehension, and 0.90 for the 
total score. Form G was administered prior to students writing opinion paragraphs. Test validity 
is not reported, yet the measure possesses face validity for measuring general reading skills and 
identifying reading difficulties (Murray & Smith, 1998). 
Prompts for opinion writing. All writing samples were hand-written by participants 
outside of class time as a curricular supplement during the Perin et al. (2013) study. From the 
archival dataset, opinion paragraphs written in response to the prompts shown below were 
selected. These prompts appeared early in the sequence of intervention units ensuring that 
opinion writing was relatively unpracticed. Prompts numbered one to three were administered in 
the first four weeks of the prior intervention study. Prompt number four was administered in the 
first five weeks of the ten-week intervention. Prompts administered during the first five weeks of 
the intervention were selected as the rate of attrition was lower than subsequent intervention 
weeks. 
1. Organic food is grown without pesticides. Some people like it because they think it is 
healthy. However, it can be expensive. What is your opinion of organic food?  State 
your opinion. Give one reason, and at least three supporting details for your reason. 
2. There are different ways to produce electric power. One way is to use nuclear energy, 
which is produced when an atom is split many times. Some people like it because it is 
a clean way to produce electricity.  However, it could get into the hands of terrorists. 
What is your opinion of nuclear power? State your opinion. Give one reason, and at 
least three supporting details for your reason.   
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3. Cars running on gas pollute the air. There is a new type of vehicle, called a “hybrid” 
vehicle, which runs on a combination of rechargeable energy systems, plus gas. These 
pollute the air less but some people say they are not reliable. What is your opinion of 
hybrid vehicles? State your opinion. Give one reason, and at least three supporting 
details for your reason.  
4. Using a large amount of air conditioning can cause an energy crisis, with blackouts. 
Some people think the government should regulate the amount of air conditioning 
people use. Others think this would hurt business. Do you think controls should be 
placed on the use of air conditioning? State your opinion. Give one reason, and at 
least three supporting details for your reason.   
Length. This measure was used as a covariate. Length was measured using the Microsoft 
Word program word count function. 
Overall persuasiveness. To assess the overall persuasiveness of each opinion paragraph, 
an adapted primary trait rubric was utilized (Ferretti et al., 2000; MacArthur et al., 2015; 
Midgette et al., 2008). Slight changes in wording were made to the original rubric and the 
numerical scale was modified from seven points to six points. The adapted rubric assigned 
values from zero to six according to the overall persuasiveness of the opinion paragraph. The 
numerical values corresponded to the strength of the arguments’ efficacy in steering the 
audience’s standpoint into alignment with the author’s position. Various characteristics were 
considered in value assignations. First, a position or opinion was to be clearly stated. Second, 
reasons were to be provided in support of the position. Third, the reasons were to be supported 
and elaborated, using facts, examples, principles, or other techniques. Fourth, the essay was to be 
clear, logical, cohesive, and include relevant information. 
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Academic words. The use of academic vocabulary was calculated with VocabProfile 
(Cobb, Web VocabProfile ) as the percentage of academic words in the text. The computer 
program performed lexical text analysis to determine the frequency of English academic words 
within each opinion paragraph. VocabProfile detected words from the Academic Word List, 550 
words that are frequent in academic texts across subjects, and created a proportion of academic 
words to all words in the text. This proportion then became a percentage value.   
Connectives. The Tool for the Automatic Analysis of Cohesion (TAACO) was used to 
measure students’ use of connectives in their writing. TAACO is an automated writing 
assessment tool that analyzes text files at the global and local level with over 150 indices 
associated with text cohesion (Crossley, Kyle, et al., 2016). The TAACO Connectives Index 
Score was chosen as an indicator of lexical cohesion within the opinion paragraphs. TAACO 
searches for connective words and phrases whose function is to link linguistic units together 
within the text. The occurrence of each item in the connectives list is counted. The Connectives 
Index Score is the sum occurrence of each item in the list divided by the total number of words 
in the text.  
Argumentative structural elements. A coding system based on the Pragmadialectical 
Theory of Argumentation (van Eemeren et al., 1996) and Ferretti et al. (2009) aided in the 
identification process of argumentative elements. Distinct elements were distinguished from one 
another according to their function within the opinion paragraph. In addition, the relationships 
amongst the elements were determined through the coding system. A list of 12 elements was 
generated and are as follows: 
Statements are phrases or full sentences that express a complete idea. 
E1: IS = Introductory statement: A statement is made to introduce the topic. 
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E2: PC = Presentation of a controversy: A statement is made that acknowledges that there is a 
controversial issue regarding the topic.  
E3: SG = Stance given: A statement is made that expresses a student’s stance (opinion). 
E4: L1R = Level 1 reason: A proposition is made that links directly to the stance. 
E5: DL1 = Detail level 1: A statement is made in support of the level 1 reason.  
E6: L2R = Level 2 reason: A reason given that supports a level 1 reason. 
E7: DL2 = Detail level 2: A statement is made in support of the level 2 reason.  
E8: CS = Conclusory statement: A statement is made that concludes the paragraph.  
E9: NF = Nonfunctional statement: A statement is made that is extraneous or erroneous and does 
not advance the argument in any way.  
E10: IAS = Identification of an alternative standpoint: The student identifies an alternative 
standpoint (i.e., standpoints of other people that the student disagrees with) 
E11: RAS = Reason for an alternative standpoint: The student identifies reasons for the 
alternative standpoint (i.e., the propositions that support another’s standpoint) 
E12: RBT = Rebuttal of the alternative standpoint: The student provides a proposition 
that attacks an alternative standpoint and thereby strengthens the student’s standpoint. 
Functional structural elements. Argumentative structural elements listed as E1 - E8 and 
E10 - E12 are considered functional as they serve to advance or contribute to the argument. 
Element E9 is considered non-functional as it is an extraneous or erroneous statement.  
Scoring  
The students’ handwritten responses were converted to word processed documents prior 
to scoring and analysis to reduce the threat of bias in scoring (Graham & Perin, 2006).  
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Overall persuasiveness. The opinion paragraphs were independently scored by two 
raters. The current author and a trained rater used a primary trait rubric to evaluate the overall 
persuasiveness of each opinion paragraph. The rubric assigns values from zero to six. The 
numerical values corresponded to the strength of the arguments’ efficacy in steering the 
audience’s standpoint into alignment with the student’s position. Various characteristics were 
considered in value assignations. First, a position or opinion was to be clearly stated. Second, 
reasons were to be provided in support of the position. Third, the reasons were supported and 
elaborated, using facts, examples, principles, or other techniques. Fourth, the essay was to be 
clear, logical, cohesive, and include relevant information. The final point value assigned to each 
opinion paragraph was the average of the two rater’s scores.   
Academic words. The text of each opinion paragraph was copied from a text processing 
document and pasted into the VocabProfile interface. The computer program performed lexical 
text analysis to determine the frequency of English academic words within each opinion 
paragraph. VocabProfile detected words from the Academic Word List, 550 words that are 
frequent in academic texts across subjects, and created a proportion of academic words to all 
words in the text. This proportion then became a percentage value. The score output was 
recorded for each opinion paragraph. 
Connectives. Each opinion paragraph was converted from a text processing document to 
a plain text (.txt) file with UTF-8 encoding. The plain text file was uploaded to TAACO for 
automated analysis. The score output was recorded for each opinion paragraph. 
Argumentative structural elements. Two raters independently analyzed the opinion 
paragraphs using a list of codified elements based on the Pragmadialectical Theory of 
Argumentation (van Eemeren et al., 1996) and Ferretti et al. (2009). The list consisted of twelve 
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argumentative structural elements that were distinguished from one another according to their 
function. In addition, the relationships amongst the elements were determined through the coding 
system. The raters read each opinion paragraph for a general understanding of its organization 
and content. During the second reading, rater 1 and rater 2 identified statements that were coded 
as E1-E12 (Please see Appendix B for a detailed list). Statements were considered phrases or full 
sentences that expressed a complete idea. The identifying code for the element was placed after 
each phrase or sentence within the body of the paragraph. Then, the frequency count of each 
element type was recorded by rater 1 and rater 2 for each opinion paragraph. After independent 
analysis, rater 1 and rater 2 compared codified paragraphs and frequency counts. Any 
discrepancy in statement classification was discussed and resolved. A final structure for each 
writing sample was used for computation of dependent variables. For an example of the codified 
paragraph structure, please see Appendix C. 
Functional elements. The final argumentative structure of each opinion paragraph was 
used to calculate the percentage of functional elements. A ratio of the total number of functional 
elements over the total number of elements (total # E1- E8 & E10 - E12/ total # of elements) was 
converted into a percentage for use of dependent variable computation. 
Definitions of Variables 
 Table 4 outlines the definitions of the variables measured in this study (where DV = 
dependent variable; IV = independent variable; CO = covariate; DI = descriptive information 
variable). The abbreviations for the four prompts are: OF = Organic food; EP = Electric power; 
HV = Hybrid vehicle; AC = Air conditioning. Nominal variables were classified into two 
categories coded in binary format. The research design involved collecting measures for each of 
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the four prompts. The independent variable was classified into two mutually exclusive groups of 

























Definition of Variables 
Variable Name Abbreviation  Functional 
Definition 









DV Continuous Four rubric scores; one score 
for each prompt (OF, EP, 
HV, and AC) 
The average of 
OP for the AC, 









DV Continuous Four percentages computed 
by software, one percentage 
for each prompt (OF, EP, 
HV, and AC) 
The average of 
AW for the AC, 









DV Continuous Four TAACO index scores 
computed by software, one 
score for each prompt (OF, 
EP, HV, and AC) 
The average of 
CI for the AC, 









DV Continuous Frequency counts of the 12 
argumentative structural 
element categories. 12 
counts for each prompt (OF, 
EP, HV, and AC) 
The average of 
SE 1-12 for the 

















DV Continuous Percentage computed from 
argument element analysis, 
one score for each prompt 
(AC, EP, HV, and OF) 
The average of 
FE for the AC, 
EP, and OF 
prompts 
Native Language of 
student 
 
NL IV Nominal 1 = English; 2 = Spanish   
Reading Ability of 
student 
 
RA CO Continuous Measured with Nelson-
Denny Reading Test  
Raw total score 





CO Continuous Length of the four opinion 
paragraphs (number of 
words) 
The average of 
WC for the AC, 
EP, and OF 
prompts 
Gender of student GEN DI Nominal 0 = Male; 1 = Female  
 
 
Age of student AGE DI Continuous Years 
 
 
Previous courses of 
student 
 
ESL DI Continuous Number of ESL courses 
taken 
 
Remedial credits of 
student 
 
RC DI Continuous Cumulative number of 
remedial credits earned  
 
Enrollment status of 
student 
 
EN DI Nominal 0 = Part-time; 1 = Full-time 
 
 




Interrater Reliability and Interrater Agreement 
        Interrater reliability for rubric scoring. For the purpose of establishing interrater 
reliability, two raters independently scored the opinion paragraphs using the primary trait rubric 
for overall persuasiveness. An elementary teacher with an undergraduate degree in Psychology 
served as a second rater. The second rater received training to achieve accurate scoring 
proficiency with the rubric. Eight two-hour training sessions took place. The rubric and anchor 
opinion paragraphs were discussed in detail. The primary and secondary raters practiced scoring 
opinion paragraphs written as responses to prompts from the intervention study, exclusive of the 
opinion paragraphs selected for inclusion in the study. For the opinion paragraphs scored for the 
study, the percentage of exact agreement for overall persuasiveness between rater 1 and rater 2 
was 97%. The percentage of agreement within one point for overall persuasiveness between rater 
1 and rater 2 was 100%. 
        Interrater agreement for individual argumentative elements. An elementary teacher 
with an undergraduate degree in Psychology served as a second rater. The second rater received 
training to achieve proficiency utilizing the argumentative structural elements list. Eight two-
hour training sessions took place. The argumentative structural elements list and model opinion 
paragraphs were discussed in detail. The primary and secondary rater practiced analyzing 
opinion paragraphs written as responses to prompts from the intervention study, exclusive of the 
opinion paragraphs selected for inclusion in the study. For the opinion paragraphs that were 
analyzed for the study, the interrater agreement was calculated as a ratio (agreement = 
agreements/agreements + disagreements) and then converted into a percentage according to 







Percentage of Interrater Agreement for Individual Argumentative Elements 
 
Element Number Element Label Interrater 
Agreement 
E1  Introductory statement 98.84% 
E2  Presentation of a controversy 96.55% 
E3  Stance given 99.93% 
E4  Level 1 reason 99.53% 
E5  Detail level 1 99.59% 
E6  Level 2 reason 96.43% 
E7  Detail level 2 100%  
E8  Conclusory statement 99.26% 
E9  Nonfunctional statement 99.63% 
E10  Identification of an alternative standpoint 99.37% 
E11  Reason for an alternative standpoint 98%  
E12  Rebuttal of the alternative standpoint 95.35%  
 
Research Design 
The current study is an observational between-subjects design. The participants were not 
randomized to different conditions as there were pre-existing groups of native language. The 
opinion paragraphs of native Spanish speaking students were compared to the opinion 
paragraphs of native English speaking students according to six linguistic and structural 
variables. 
Research Questions 
 The study was guided by the following research questions:  
RQ1: Does the rated quality of opinion writing produced by native Spanish speaking and 
native English-speaking students in college developmental courses differ with respect to overall 
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persuasiveness, the percentage of academic words, the inclusion of connectives, the use of 
argumentative structural elements, or the percentage of functional elements when reading ability 
and opinion paragraph length are held statistically constant? 
RQ2: How much of the variation in rated overall persuasiveness can be explained by 
native language, reading ability, paragraph length, the percentage of academic words, the 

















Chapter 4: Results 
Analysis Plan 
The data were cleaned, then a Principal Components Analysis was run to reduce the 
number of argumentative structural variables to a smaller set of components. Subsequently the 
first research question was addressed with a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) 
and the second research question was addressed with a Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). The 
strengths of the relationships between the independent and dependent variables were estimated 
using effect sizes (partial eta2 and R2). 
Data Cleaning 
The sample of students was N = 359, of which n = 247 (68.8%) were native English 
speaking, and n = 112 (31.2%) were native Spanish speaking. The students did not respond to all 
of the assigned writing prompts. A complete set of data, in terms of the prompts analyzed, was 
provided by 61 students (17.0%). The majority of the students (n = 298, 83.0%) had multiple 
missing values within each of the dependent variables that measured the rated quality of opinion 
writing (i.e., Overall Persuasiveness, Percentage of Academic Words, Connective Index Score, 
Argumentative Structural Elements 1-12; and Percentage of Functional Elements).  
A count of missing writing samples was generated for each writing prompt listed in Table 
6. For each prompt, there are a maximum possible count of 359 writing samples. There are 
approximately equivalent and substantial quantities of writing samples within the Organic Food 
(OF), Electric Power (EP), and Air Conditioning (AC) prompt categories, whereas there are 
significantly less writing samples within the Hybrid Vehicle (HV) prompt category. Given that 
over one half of the HV writing samples was missing, the HV writing samples were excluded 




Count and Percentage of Valid and Missing Writing Samples for Each Writing Prompt 
 OF Prompt EP Prompt HV Prompt AC Prompt 
Valid Writing 
Samples Count 
294 262 116 287 
Percent Valid 81.9% 73% 32.3% 79.9% 
Missing Writing 
Samples Count 
65 97 243 72 
Percentage Missing 18.1% 27% 67.7% 20.1% 
 
In addition to the exclusion of HV writing samples, further procedures were conducted to 
reduce the impact of missing dependent variable values. The missing values were not imputed 
(e.g., using the mean scores for the items that were completed), as analytical bias is likely if 
more than 5% to 10% of missing values are replaced (Enders, 2010). To address the loss of data, 
a single score was generated for each participant by calculating the average of their performance 
scores across the three analyzed opinion paragraphs (OF, EP, AC). The average value of Word 
Count, Overall Persuasiveness, Percentage of Academic Words, Connective Index Score, 
Argumentative Structural Elements 1-12, and Percentage of Functional Elements were 
calculated. After the averaging process, three native English speaking students were excluded, 
due to missing average values for Percentage of Academic Words, Word Count, and Overall 
Persuasiveness. Additionally, one native Spanish speaking student was excluded due to a missing 
average Word Count value. After the exclusion of participants with missing values, the total 
sample size was N = 355, of which n = 244, (68.7%) were native English speaking, and n = 111, 
(31.3%) were native Spanish speaking. 
Table 7 and 8 present the unadjusted means for each of the averaged dependent variables. 
Table 7 presents measures of writing effectiveness; Table 8 shows mean use of each of the 
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twelve structural elements. The means presented in the tables represent the average performance 
of students in each language category across three writing prompts.  
Table 7 
Unadjusted Means of Average Dependent Variables Across Three Prompts 
Native Language Overall 
Persuasiveness  
Percentage of 




Functional Elements  
English 2.10 4.14 .07 72.38 
Spanish 2.11 4.45 .08 77.55 
Total 2.10 4.23 .07 74 
 
Table 8 












































English .32 .02 1.54 1.19 .79 .03 .01 .27 1.81 .34 .05 .13 .54 




.36 .03 1.46 1.26 .91 .03 .01 .29 1.73 .34 .05 .14 .55 
 
Note. See Appendix B for definitions of the structural elements. 
Principal Components Analysis 
There are twelve original categories of Argumentative Structural Elements. In an attempt 
to reduce the data, an analysis was run to determine if twelve variables could be reduced to two 
general components: ‘Standpoint Structural Elements’ and ‘Alternative Standpoint Structural 
Elements’. Two summary variables were sought as researchers have classified argumentative 
elements into  “myside” and “yourside” categories (Wolf, 2009). The “myside” elements 
represent the author’s standpoint, reasons for the author’s standpoint, and elaborations of the 
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author’s standpoint, whereas the “yourside” elements represent the alternative standpoint, 
reasons for the alternative standpoint, and rebuttals of the alternative standpoint. 
Principal components analysis (PCA) with Varimax rotation and Kaiser normalization 
was used for the analysis. The derived two-component structure supported the “myside” and 
“yourside” categories. These first two components explained 28.30% of the variance. Table 9 
presents the correlations between each of the 12 Argumentative Structural Elements. Table 10 
contains the loadings for each of the structural elements on the estimated components. In this 
table, the criterion of a correlation equal to or greater than .4 was used to select loadings for 
interpretation of components. Table 11 displays the definition of each element that loaded on 
each principal component.  
Table 9 
Correlation Matrix of Averaged Structural Elements Across Three Prompts 
 SE 1 SE 2 SE 3 SE 4 SE 5 SE 6 SE 7 SE 8 SE 9 SE 10 SE 11 SE 12 
SE 1 1.00 .14 -.05 -.03 .03 -.03 -.05 .14 .05 .004 -.004 .04 
SE 2 .14 1.00 -.07 .04 .04 .04 -.02 -.04 -.02 .02 .05 .16 
SE 3 -.05 -.07 1.00 .03 -.10 .03 .00 .15 -.09 .16 .004 .007 
SE 4 -.03 .04 .03 1.00 .38 .02 -.03 .27 -.29 .10 -.04 .14 
SE 5 .03 .04 -.10 .38 1.00 -.02 .07 .15 -.17 .06 .06 .10 
SE 6 -.03 .04 .03 .02 -.02 1.00 .20 .04 -.09 .003 -.03 .01 
SE 7 -.05 -.02 .00 -.03 .07 .20 1.00 .001 -.05 .04 .02 .06 
SE 8 .14 -.04 .15 .27 .15 .04 .001 1.00 -.11 .16 .04 .08 
SE 9 .05 -.02 -.09 -.29 -.17 -.09 -.05 -.11 1.00 -.09 -.03 -.14 
SE 10 .004 .02 .16 .10 .06 .003 .04 .16 -.09 1.00 .29 .49 
SE 11 -.004 .05 .004 -.04 .06 -.03 .02 .04 -.03 .29 1.00 .07 








Rotated Component Matrix for the Averaged Structural Elements Across Three Prompts 
Structural Elements  Label Component 1 Component 2 
Structural Element 1 Introductory statement .02 .08 
Structural Element 2 Presentation of a controversy .001 .22 
Structural Element 3 Stance given .05 .21 
Structural Element 4 Level 1 reason .80* .03 
Structural Element 5 Detail level 1 .70* .01 
Structural Element 6 Level 2 reason .13 .002 
Structural Element 7 Detail level 2 .07 .10 
Structural Element 8 Conclusory statement .5* .17 
Structural Element 9 Nonfunctional statement -.57* -.11 
Structural Element 10 Identification of an alternative standpoint .06 .85* 
Structural Element 11 Reason for an alternative standpoint -.12 .53* 
Structural Element 12 Rebuttal of the alternative standpoint .15 .73* 
Note. A figure in bold with an asterisk denotes that the loading has reached the criterion of equal to or greater than .4. 
Table 11 
 
Structural Elements Arranged According to Component Category 
Component 1: Standpoint Structural Elements Component 2: Alternative Standpoint Structural Elements 
 
E4: L1R = Level 1 reason: A proposition is made that links 
directly to the stance. 
 
E10: IAS = Identification of an alternative standpoint: The 
student identifies an alternative standpoint (i.e., standpoints 
of other people that the student disagrees with) 
 
E5: DL1 = Detail level 1: A statement is made in support of 
the level 1 reason. 
E11: RAS = Reason for an alternative standpoint: The 
student identifies reasons for the alternative standpoint (i.e., 
the propositions that support another’s standpoint) 
 
E8: CS = Conclusory statement: A statement is made that 
concludes the paragraph. 
E12: RBT = Rebuttal of the alternative standpoint: The 
student provides a proposition that attacks an alternative 
standpoint and thereby strengthens the student’s standpoint. 
E9: NF = Nonfunctional statement: A statement is made that 
is extraneous or erroneous and does not advance the 




The elements within the Component 1 category possess the most direct persuasive force. 
As hypothesized, Component 1 elements present evidence for the author’s viewpoint. Structural 
Elements 4 (Level 1 reason), 5 (Detail level 1), and 8 (Conclusory Statement) are the main 
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supports of the author’s argument. Structural Element 9 (Nonfunctional statement) affects the 
efficacy of the entire argument in that it obscures the author’s viewpoint with poorly presented 
evidence. The elements within the Component 1 category are core structural features of 
argumentation. Hereafter, Component 1 will be referred to as Standpoint Structural Elements. 
The Argumentative Structural Elements belonging to the Component 2 category address 
alternative standpoints. Structural Elements 10 (Identification of an alternative standpoint), 11 
(Reason for an alternative standpoint), and 12 (Rebuttal of the alternative standpoint) focus on 
the opposition. The identification, development, and refutation of the ‘other’s’ viewpoint 
indirectly supports the author’s argument. The elements within the Component 2 category are 
elaborative structural features of argumentation and will be referred to as Alternative Standpoint 
Structural Elements in following sections. 
MANCOVA  
 The first research question asked if the rated quality of opinion writing produced by 
native Spanish speaking and native English speaking students in college developmental courses 
differ with respect to overall persuasiveness, the percentage of academic words, the inclusion of 
connectives, the use of argumentative structural elements, or the percentage of functional 
elements when reading ability and opinion paragraph length are held statistically constant. 
A one-way multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was run with native 
language groups (English; Spanish) as the independent variable, measures of opinion writing 
quality as the dependent variables (overall persuasiveness, the percentage of academic words, the 
connective index score, standpoint structural elements, alternative standpoint structural elements, 
the percentage of functional elements), and reading ability and paragraph length as covariates.  
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 The assumptions of the one-way MANCOVA were tested prior to analysis. The 
assumptions related to the nature of the data and its appropriateness for the one-way 
MANCOVA model were tested using SPSS Statistics V.26.0. To test the two linearity 
assumptions, scatterplot matrices with superimposed 90% loess curves were generated (See 
Appendix E). As assessed by visual inspection of the scatterplots, it was established that there 
was a linear relationship between each pair of dependent variables as well as a linear relationship 
between the covariate and each dependent variable within each group of the independent 
variable. 
 The assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes was tested by adding an interaction 
term between each covariate and the independent variable (Native Language group) to the one-
way MANCOVA model (e.g., Native Language*Word Count). The significance of the 
interaction term was evaluated with Wilk’s Lambda. The assumption of homogeneity of 
regression slopes was violated for the interaction between Native Language and the Word Count 
covariate, F(6, 346) = 3.91, p = .001. The linear relationships between Word Count and the 
dependent variables within each group of Native Language were not the same. In contrast, the 
interaction term Native Language*Reading Ability was not statistically significant and the 
assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes was met, F(6, 346) = 1.47, p = .19. 
 Box's M test was used to determine if there was homogeneity of variances and 
covariances. Since p = .03, which was p>.001, homogeneity of variances and covariances was 
confirmed. The assumption that there should be no significant univariate outliers in the groups of 
Native Language in terms of each dependent variable, was tested. Univariate outliers were 
identified by consulting the standardized residuals. Standardized residuals that had a value more 
than 3 standard deviations or less than -3 standard deviations were documented. There were 24 
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univariate outliers in the data. These cases were included in the analyses as they represent higher 
student performance scores. Removal of these observations would have resulted in the 
unjustified homogenization of data. 
To test for multivariate outliers, or an unusual combination of dependent variable values, 
Mahalanobis distance was calculated for each participant case. Mahalanobis distance (D2) 
statistics were estimated to indicate the distance of each case relative to the centroid (i.e., a 
central point in multivariate space where all means of all the variables intersected). Excessively 
large values of D2 were identified as outliers (Solutions, 2020). For the six dependent variables, 9 
cases with Mahalanobis distance values above the critical value of 22.46 were identified, (p > 
.001). Multivariate outliers were preserved to more accurately represent student performance.  
 Lastly, a Shapiro-Wilk's test for normality was run for the residuals of each dependent 
variable for each group of Native Language to assess its approximate normal distribution. The 
results of the Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality indicated that the residuals for Overall 
Persuasiveness, Percentage of Academic Words, Alternative Standpoint Structural Elements, and 
Percentage of Functional Elements were not normally distributed. However, the one-way 
MANCOVA is fairly robust to deviations from normality. Non-normality does not substantially 
affect Type I error rate (Glass, Peckham, & Sanders, 1972; Mardia, 1971).  
Table 12 presents the results of the multivariate tests using the General Linear Model 
procedure. Wilks' Lambda was chosen as the benchmark multivariate statistic to interpret (Olsen, 
1976).  
The results of the MANCOVA indicated that Reading Ability is not significantly related 
to the rated quality of opinion writing, F(6, 346) = 1.93, p =.08, Wilks' Λ = .97, partial η2 = .03. 
The effect size (Partial Eta 2) = .03 (3% of the variance). However, Word Count is significantly 
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related to the rated quality of opinion writing, F(6, 346) = 33.57, p < .001, Wilks' Λ = .63, partial 
η2 = .37. The effect size (Partial Eta 2) = .37 (37% of the variance).  
 The results of the MANCOVA further indicated that Native Language is significantly 
related to the quality of opinion writing, F(6, 346) = 3.24, p < .001, Wilks' Λ = .95, partial η2 = 
.05. Although the adjusted mean difference reached statistical significance, the effect size 
(Partial Eta 2) = .05 indicated that a small proportion (5%) of the variance was accounted for.  
Table 12 
Multivariate MANCOVA Statistics 








Reading Ability Wilks' Lambda .97 1.93
b 6 346 .08 .03 
Word Count Wilks' Lambda .63 33.57b 6 346 .00 .37 
Native 
Language Wilks' Lambda .95 3.24
b 6 346 .004 .05 
 















Table 13 presents the adjusted mean scores for each dependent variable between the 
native English and the native Spanish speaking students.   
Table 13 
Adjusted Mean scores for Quality of Opinion Writing 
Dependent Variable Native Language Adjusted Mean SE 
Overall Persuasiveness English 2.12 .06 
Spanish 2.06 .08 
    
Percentage of Academic Words English 4.15 .18 
Spanish 4.42 .26 
    
Connective Index Score English .07 .001 
Spanish .08 .002 
    
Standpoint Structural Elements English -.10 .06 
Spanish .22 .09 
    
Alternative Standpoint Structural Elements English .04 .06 
Spanish -.08 .09 
    
Percentage of Functional Elements English 72.33 1.40 
Spanish 77.66 2.08 
Note. Variables in the model were evaluated at the following constant values: Reading Ability (Nelson Denny Reading Test) = 62.85, Word Count 
= 81.4432. 
 
One-way ANCOVAs tested whether the adjusted means for the six dependent variables 
were significantly related to the independent variable, Native Language (see Table 14). A 
Bonferroni adjustment was made such that statistical significance for an effect was determined 




 = .0083. By this criterion, the only dependent variable significantly 
related to Native Language was use of Standpoint Structural Elements. Native Spanish speaking 
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students obtained significantly higher scores (.22) than native English students (-.10).  However, 
the very small effect size (Partial Eta 2 = .02) indicated that the effect of Native Language on use 
of Standpoint Structural Elements appeared to be minimal. No other statistically significant 
differences were detected. 
Table 14  
Univariate Effects of Native Language Group 
Variable F (1, 351)     p 
Partial  
Eta Squared 
Overall Persuasiveness .34 .56 .001 
Percentage of Academic Words .67 .41 .002 
Connective Index Score 4.10 .04 .01 
Standpoint Structural Elements 8.07 .005* .02 
Alternative Standpoint Structural Elements 1.15 .28 .003 
Percentage of Functional Elements 4.51 .03 .01 
 
Note. The F tests the effect of Native Language on each DV. This test is based on pairwise comparison of the estimated marginal means. 
 
Multiple Linear Regression 
 The second research question asked how much of the variation in overall persuasiveness 
can be explained by native language, reading ability, paragraph length, the percentage of 
academic words, the inclusion of connectives, the use of argumentative structural elements, and 
the percentage of functional elements. A Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) was used to 
determine how much of the variation in the dependent variable, Overall Persuasiveness, could be 
explained by all the independent variables. 
 Assumptions related to the data and its appropriateness for the one-way MLR model were 
tested. The assumption of linearity was tested by verifying if a linear relationship existed 
between Overall Persuasiveness and the independent variables collectively. This was achieved 
by plotting a scatterplot of the studentized residuals against the unstandardized predicted values. 
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Additionally, a linear relationship between Overall Persuasiveness and each of the independent 
variables, was examined by using partial regression plots between each independent variable and 
Overall Persuasiveness. Linearity for both conditions were confirmed.  
 The assumption of homoscedasticity requires that the residuals are equal for all values of 
the predicted dependent variable (i.e., the variances along the line of best fit remain similar along 
the line). There was approximate homoscedasticity, as assessed by visual inspection of a plot of 
studentized residuals versus unstandardized predicted values. Subsequently, the correlations 
among independent variables (multicollinearity) were explored. There was no evidence of 
multicollinearity by the criteria of tolerance values greater than 0.1 and Pearson correlations 
greater than .7. 
 The presence of significant outliers, high leverage points, and highly influential points in 
the data was assessed. An outlier is defined as a dependent variable data point that is far from its 
predicted value. There were five cases with studentized deleted residuals greater than ±3 
standard deviations. These five participants achieved higher rubric scores for Overall 
Persuasiveness when the majority of students received lower scores. These data points were 
included in the MLR analysis so as to not create bias through homogenization of the data. 
Leverage values, or extreme values of the independent variables without close neighboring 
observations, were not found as there were no values greater than 0.2. There were no influential 
points, as there were no values for Cook's distance above 1.  
 Lastly, the assumption that residuals, or errors, are approximately normally distributed 
was evaluated visually utilizing a histogram with a superimposed normal curve and a P-P plot of 
standardized residuals. The assumption of normality was met, as assessed by these methods. 
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Overall Persuasiveness was regressed on all of the independent variables. As shown in 
Table 15, the model was significant (R =.66, R2 =.44, R2 adjusted =.42; F(8, 346) = 33.58, p 
<.001). The effect size, (R2) is large (Cohen, 1992). Word Count, Percentage of Academic 
Words, Standpoint Structural Elements, and Native Language were significant predictors (Table 
16). 
Table 15 
ANOVA Statistics of the Multiple Linear Regression Model 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p 
Regression 143.56 8 17.95 33.58 <.001* 
Residual 184.92 346 .53   
Total 328.49 354    
 
Table 16 
Multiple Linear Regression Model to Predict Overall Persuasiveness 
Predictor Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 
t p 
b SE β 
(Constant) 1.20 .34  3.57 <.001 
Native Language -.21 .09 -.10 -2.44 .02 
Reading Ability  -.002 .002 -.04 -1.04 .30 
Word Count .008 .002 .27 5.42 <.001 
Percentage of Academic Words .07 .02 .20 4.61 <.001 
Connective Index Score 1.04 1.75 .03 .60 .55 
Standpoint Structural Elements .38 .06 .39 5.93 <.001 
Alternative Standpoint Structural 
Elements 
.08 .05 .08 1.62 .11 
Percentage of Functional Elements .003 .003 .07 1.09 .28 
 
Note: Native Language was coded 1 = native English speakers and 2 = native Spanish speakers. 
 
Each slope coefficient represents the change in Overall Persuasiveness for a one unit 
change in the independent variable. The coefficients for each significant continuous independent 
variable are interpreted as follows: 
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1. Word Count: For every 1 word increase in Word Count, there is a .01 increase in Overall 
Persuasiveness points using an unstandardized slope coefficient. 
2. Percentage of Academic Words: For every 1% increase in Percentage of Academic 
Words, there is a .07 increase in Overall Persuasiveness points using an unstandardized 
slope coefficient. 
3. Standpoint Structural Elements: For every 1 point increase in Standpoint Structural 
Elements, there is a .38 increase in Overall Persuasiveness points using an unstandardized 
slope coefficient. 
For the dichotomous independent variable Native Language, the value of the slope 
coefficient represents the difference in Overall Persuasiveness between the two categories of 
Native Language. The two categories of the Native Language variable were coded as: 1 = native 
English speakers and 2 = native Spanish speakers. The slope coefficient represents the difference 
in predicted Overall Persuasiveness of native Spanish speakers compared to native English 
speakers (i.e., native Spanish speakers’ predicted Overall Persuasiveness score minus native 
English speakers' predicted Overall Persuasiveness score). As such, the coefficient represents the 
difference in predicted Overall Persuasiveness for being a native Spanish speaker. The value of 
the unstandardized slope coefficient for Native Language is -.21. This means that the predicted 
Overall Persuasiveness score for native Spanish speakers is on average .21 points less than that 
predicted for native English speakers, with all other independent variable values held constant.  
Summary of Results 
A one-way MANCOVA was used to answer the first research question: Does the quality 
of opinion writing produced by native Spanish and English speaking students in college 
developmental courses differ with respect to overall persuasiveness, the percentage of academic 
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words, the inclusion of connectives, the use of argumentative structural elements, or the 
percentage of functional elements when reading ability and opinion paragraph length are held 
statistically constant? Results indicated that native Spanish speaking students produced more 
Standpoint Structural Elements than English speaking students. None of the other dependent 
variables were significant. Word count was the only significant covariate. 
A Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) was conducted to answer the second research 
question: How much of the variation in rated overall persuasiveness can be explained by native 
language, reading ability, paragraph length, the percentage of academic words, the inclusion of 
connectives, the use of argumentative structural elements, and the percentage of functional 
elements? Results indicated that Overall Persuasiveness was significantly related to higher Word 
Counts, a higher Percentage of Academic Words, more Standpoint Structural Elements, and 













Chapter 5: Discussion 
Written argumentation skills are essential to educational and vocational advancement 
(Lehrer & Schauble, 2006). As national assessment results have shown, students of differing 
linguistic backgrounds and learning experiences may not attain standard achievement levels 
(National Assessment Governing Board  U.S. Department of Education, 2011). Research that 
informs instructional approach is vital to the creation of individualized programs appropriate for 
students who are non-native speakers of English and low skilled. The current study’s aim was to 
examine the writing product of these student populations to validate instructional practices and 
curricula.   
 The opinion writing of two native language student groups was compared. The 
examination of writing characteristics was framed by two research questions. 
RQ1: Does the rated quality of opinion writing produced by native Spanish speaking and 
native English-speaking students in college developmental courses differ with respect to overall 
persuasiveness, the percentage of academic words, the inclusion of connectives, the use of 
argumentative structural elements, or the percentage of functional elements when reading ability 
and opinion paragraph length are held statistically constant? 
RQ2: How much of the variation in rated overall persuasiveness can be explained by 
native language, reading ability, paragraph length, the percentage of academic words, the 
inclusion of connectives, the use of argumentative structural elements, and the percentage of 
functional elements? 
Results of the first research question indicated that native Spanish speaking students 
produced more Standpoint Structural Elements than English speaking students. The second set of 
analyses revealed that Overall Persuasiveness was significantly related to higher Word Counts, a 
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higher Percentage of Academic Words, more Standpoint Structural Elements, and being a Native 
English speaking student. 
The subsequent sections summarize the results for each variable, connect study findings 
to the literature, draw inferences from numerical evidence, and prescribe alternative teaching 
methods. 
Overall Persuasiveness  
The first feature of interest was the overall persuasiveness of the opinion paragraph as 
assessed by a six-point rubric (Ferretti et al., 2009). The mean overall persuasiveness value for 
native English speaking students was 2.12 and the mean overall persuasiveness value for native 
Spanish speaking students was 2.06. A non-significant difference between the mean overall 
persuasiveness value of these groups signal that regardless of native language differences, these 
low skilled students produced paragraphs approximately equal in persuasive strength.  
On average, all students produced minimally developed opinion paragraphs. The students 
stated an opinion explicitly or implicitly and provided at least one reason to support their stance. 
However, the reasons given were not explained or supported coherently. The reasons provided 
were limited in plausibility and inconsistencies were present. Essays lacked organization and 
there was a general paucity of transitions amongst ideas. Word choice was repetitive or vague, 
and sentences were simple or lacked variety. The grammatical errors and idiosyncratic use of 
language interfered with understanding and fluent reading.  
Dissonant with most studies within the literature (Beck et al., 2013; Hinkel, 2002; 
Reynolds, 2005), this finding demonstrates that dissimilar language backgrounds may not always 
produce extreme differences in student outcomes. Nonetheless, the dissimilitude between 
participant groups’ language history may not have been as extensive as students in other studies. 
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The majority of native English speakers in this study had no prior ESL courses (96%), similar to 
native Spanish speakers (78.6%). The largest disparity for ESL courses taken was the 
intermediate category with 2% of native English speakers and 18.8% of native Spanish speakers 
having taken 1 to 3 ESL courses. Time and exposure to English may have diminished language 
fluency differences, allowing skill level to exert the most influence on overall persuasiveness 
outcomes.   
Percentage of Academic Words 
There was a non-significant mean difference between native language groups for the 
percentage of academic words (native English speakers M = 4.15; native Spanish speakers M= 
4.42). Students’ opinion writing incorporated approximately half of the typical 10% found in 
native English speaker text (Cobb, Web VocabProfile ). This result heightens understanding of 
lexical acquisition and performance of low skilled community college students. Regardless of 
native language, all students incorporated fewer academic words, indicating the need for 
supplementary academic vocabulary instruction. 
Connectives 
The opinion paragraphs of both language groups possessed a disjointed quality. The 
fragmentation of ideas within the writing attenuated comprehensibility. The Tool for the 
Automatic Analysis of Cohesion (TAACO) validated this notion with numerical data. TAACO 
was used to compute the Connective Index Score for each opinion paragraph. The Connective 
Index Score is a measure of lexical cohesion. Despite controlling for total word count and 
reading ability, there were low mean Connective Index Scores irrespective of native language 
type (native English speakers M = .07; native Spanish speakers M=.08). With no significant 
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difference detected, both student groups demonstrated approximately equal use of connectives 
within their writing.  
“Textual competence is the ability to produce coherent texts. Appropriate and correct use 
of connectives in writing reflects the extent of textual competence” (Karahan, 2015). The index 
score is a density measure of connective words and phrases (Taylor, 2019). Low incidence of 
connectives varies for writers at different stages of writing development. Cohesive devices are 
indicators of writing development for younger students, but fewer cohesive devices characterize 
the text of mature and professional writers (Crossley et al., 2011). “Developing writers thus 
exhibit quadratic trends in the production of cohesive devices with elementary and college-level 
students producing fewer cohesive devices than junior high school students” (Crossley et al., 
2011). The study’s student population is akin to younger students with emerging writing skills. 
As basic writers at lower proficiencies, they experience difficulties with all aspects of writing. 
These challenges range from fluency of production and syntax to organization and content (Perin 
et al., 2013). As the lower rate of connectives found in both language groups’ writing indicate, 
argumentative writing instruction should begin with a focus on increasing cohesion through 
connectives, followed by a gradual introduction to writing devices that implicitly connect ideas.   
Argumentative Structural Elements 
Frequency counts for each of the 12 structural element categories were generated for 
every opinion essay. To facilitate the comparison of structural element usage between native 
language groups, principal components analysis (PCA) was conducted to reduce 12 structural 
element categories to 2. The PCA created two new variable values for each participant. These 
values are the linear combinations of the 12 initial structural element variables. These values 
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have an average value of 0, a magnitude, and positive or negative directionality (Gaskin & 
Happell, 2014). 
The two component structure consisted of “myside” and “yourside” elements labeled 
Standpoint Structural Elements and Alternative Standpoint Structural Elements respectively. 
Structural Elements 4 (Level 1 reason), 5 (Detail level 1), 8 (Conclusory Statement), and 9 
(Nonfunctional statement) had the highest loadings for Standpoint Structural Elements. The 
elements with the highest loadings for Alternative Standpoint Structural Elements were 
Structural Elements 10 (Identification of an alternative standpoint), 11 (Reason for an alternative 
standpoint), and 12 (Rebuttal of the alternative standpoint). 
There was a significant difference between the use of Standpoint Structural Elements. 
Native English speakers obtained a mean of -.10 and native Spanish speakers’ mean value was 
.22. Native Spanish speakers demonstrated a tendency to have higher combined frequency counts 
of Structural Elements 4 (Level 1 reason), 5 (Detail level 1), and 8 (Conclusory Statement). 
Native English speakers demonstrated a tendency to have higher frequency counts of Structural 
Element 9 (Nonfunctional statement). However, the very small effect size (Partial Eta 2 = .02) 
indicated that the effect of Native Language on use of Standpoint Structural Elements appeared 
to be minimal. 
 Despite native Spanish speaker’s higher combined use of reasoning structures, these 
moves did not translate into higher overall persuasiveness scores. This reveals that the logic 
presented was lower in persuasive potency. Equally, native English speakers’ higher counts of 
nonfunctional statements did not significantly diminish overall persuasiveness scores, as both 
language groups received comparable rubric scores. In contrast to Standpoint Structural Element 
usage, there was no statistically significant difference in the use of Alternative Standpoint 
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Structural Elements (native English speakers M = .04; native Spanish speakers M= .08). 
“Yourside” reasoning moves were not utilized differently by the native language groups.  
Structural Element Usage and Prompt Directives 
The total unadjusted mean scores for the twelve original element categories merit further 
explication. These findings may be the most revelatory as it addresses what is predominantly 
ignored in the studies of argumentative writing. When evaluating the written product, very rarely 
is the prompt examined. Phrasing and instructions, or lack thereof, connect to student 
interpretations of the task. The features of the writing prompt influence the text produced 
(O’Hallaron, 2014; Reynolds, 2005).   
        The prompts utilized in this study provide a prescribed list of elements, a hierarchical 
structure, and a suggested organizational sequence of elements for the opinion paragraph. All 
prompts (1) include a topic with some background knowledge provided (2) present a controversy 
by stating two opposing sides and examples of reasons (3) ask that the students adopt a stance 
and state their opinion (4) ask that the students make a claim (provide a reason) (5) ask that the 
students provide at least three details that act as evidence for the claim. Prompt elements 1-2 are 
implicit in that the student is not directly instructed to incorporate the topic or controversy into 
the body of the opinion paragraph. Prompt elements 3-5 use directional language that is explicit. 
These prompt elements are also identified and given non-technical labels (opinion = stance, 
reason = claim, supporting details = evidence).  
        In this study, the students did not completely adhere to the suggested opinion paragraph 
structure as delineated by the prompt. If all students had at a minimum produced what was 
explicitly directed of them, then the mean value for supporting details (E5) would have been 3. 
Students produced .91 details on average. Although students stated or implied an opinion (SE 3 
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Total M = 1.46) and provided slightly more than the required number of reasons (SE 4 Total M = 
1.26), the dearth of details implies an unlearned skill of methodical task completion and a 
possible lack of understanding of superordinates and subordinates. Students may not have been 
cognizant of the connection between the prompt and the resulting product. Based on the written 
product alone, there does not seem to be evidence for repeated reading and reference to the 
prompt when writing, for assurance that all prompted elements had been included. Furthermore, 
crafting an opinion paragraph demands invention and organization of main ideas (reasons) and 
subordinate ideas (details). The original intervention study (Perin et al., 2013) had identified this 
particular student group as requiring additional instruction in the identification of main ideas and 
details within a source text in order to generate a summary of that text. The transference of those 
skills may not have transpired. 
        The prompt serves as a model for the opinion paragraph. The five prompt elements are a 
potential guide for students. The study results do not provide evidence that the students possess 
the skill of exact replication. Student usage of argumentative structural elements demonstrate that 
the appropriation of a rigid opinion paragraph model did not occur. If students had replicated the 
prompt-model exactly, then basic additive elements would have been present. Prompt element 1, 
a topic with some background knowledge provided, corresponds to argumentative structural 
element E1, an introductory statement. The mean for an introductory statement for all students was 
.36. The prompt presents a controversy by stating two opposing sides and examples of reasons for 
each viewpoint. On average students wrote a statement that acknowledged a controversy .03 times.  
        Students infrequently elaborated upon the prompt-model with additional unsuggested 
additive elements. On average all students wrote conclusory statements .29 times, a level 2 reason 
was written .03 times, level 2 details were incorporated .01 times, an identification of an alternative 
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standpoint was made .34 times, a reason for an alternative standpoint was given .05 times, and a 
rebuttal of an alternative standpoint was incorporated .14 times. These numbers demonstrate a 
shallow depth of topic development as there were low numbers of elaborative structural elements. 
The lack of “yourside” reasoning moves illustrate a “myside” bias, less complex reasoning, and 
lower argument sophistication, similar to younger adolescents with emerging argumentative 
writing skills (Taylor, 2019). 
Percentage of Functional Elements 
Lastly, the functional elements within each writing sample were counted so that a 
percentage could be calculated. The examination of the functional elements revealed how much of 
the essay served to advance the student’s viewpoint. No significant difference in the mean 
percentage of functional elements was detected between native language types. The mean 
percentage of functional elements for each native language group after adjusting for initial reading 
ability and word count, was approximately 75% (native English speakers M = 72.33, native 
Spanish speakers M = 77.7). On average, approximately one fourth of the paragraph content was 
not useful in persuading the reader to adopt the author’s stance. This result indicates that as a 
whole, students demonstrated low metalinguistic and writer/audience awareness. Conscious 
evaluation of the structural and linguistic features of the text would have eliminated most or all of 
the debris of text production.   
RQ1 Overarching Interpretations  
        As a whole, the students did not independently replicate the requested structure of the 
opinion paragraph as delineated by the writing prompt. Nor did they consistently include basic 
additive elements or elaborative elements. Despite the availability of a prompt-model, access to 
outside resources, and one week to complete the opinion paragraph as part of a 12-step 
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summarization homework assignment, the written product was low in its efficacy to persuade. 
By an evaluation of the writing product, low skilled students did not demonstrate acquisition of 
novel and more complex skills like writing abbreviated opinion paragraphs enroute to mastering 
more basic skills such as written summarization. As opinion paragraph writing skills are higher 
in complexity than summarization skills (National Governor’s Association and Council of Chief 
State School Officers, 2010), it may be that low skilled students require intensive explicit 
instruction regardless of native language. Self-guided repetitive practice did not seem sufficient 
training to achieve independent opinion paragraph writing skill acquisition.   
RQ2 Discussion of Results 
The second area of interest was discovering which aspects of writing contributed to 
overall persuasiveness. Within the model, Word Count, Percentage of Academic Words, 
Standpoint Structural Elements, and Native Language were significant predictors of Overall 
Persuasiveness. For every 1 word increase in Word Count, there was a .01 increase in Overall 
Persuasiveness points. For every 1% increase in Percentage of Academic Words, there was a .07 
increase in Overall Persuasiveness points. For every 1 point increase in Standpoint Structural 
Elements, there was a .38 increase in Overall Persuasiveness points. The predicted Overall 
Persuasiveness score for native Spanish speakers is on average .21 points less than that predicted 
for native English speakers, with all other independent variable values held constant. These 
results highlight the exigency to teach students of all language backgrounds specific writing 
skills, vocabulary, lexical precision, reasoning strategies, and argument formulation.  
Educational Implications 
The present findings suggest that current pedagogical practices may not be suitable or 
sufficient for various student populations (National Governors' Association & Council of Chief 
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State School Officers, 2010). For certain students, the development of a discrete academic skill 
set may require a different training system. An instructional approach closer to Glasser’s (1962) 
individualized program rather than one similar to the Common Core Standards may be the most 
appropriate for low skilled students and native Spanish speaking students.  
The Common Core Standards are similar in essence to programmed instruction, yet they 
digress in multiple ways. The Common Core Standards form a map of serialized learning goals 
distributed across grades K to 12 (National Governor’s Association and Council of Chief State 
School Officers, 2010). The goals escalate in knowledge use and skill level, thereby positioning 
students to transition to the next grade. The materials, assignments, and measures associated with 
the attainment of educational goals are discretionary. The beginning and end of each academic 
year mark the temporal interval wherein all students are to have attained all prescribed academic 
goals. As demonstrated by the results of the study, this form of instruction does not account for 
the individualized and dynamic approach required by students of varied skill level and linguistic 
background. Instead, the provision of appropriate learning opportunities to increase skill should 
be the primary focus for specific student populations.  
A re-visitation of Glasser’s (1962) instructional approach may be the most efficacious in 
teaching specific student populations. Prior to twenty-first century political attempts at devising a 
systematic educational plan for student learning, initiatives for sequenced skill mastery had 
already edged their way into the consciousness of mid twentieth century educational 
psychologists. Supplanting archaic teaching methods with a ‘new technology’ became the cause 
of researchers who promoted the integration of findings produced from the fields of experimental 
and educational psychology. Glaser (1962) was a proponent of programmed instruction which is 
“concerned with the precise selection and arrangement of educational content” (p.46). It is an 
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explicit procedure for “constructing sequences of instructional material in a way that maximizes 
the rate of acquisition and retention” (Glaser,1962, p.46) while amplifying student motivation.  
        Glaser (1962) defines learning as converting initial unskilled output to one demonstrative of 
competence. In outlining programmed instruction, Glaser (1962) specifies that a desired terminal 
behavior (e.g. producing an opinion piece with particular elements) must be identified. Secondly, 
any initial behavior that “vaguely approximates the desired terminal behavior” (Glaser, 1962, p. 
47) is to be identified, elicited, reinforced, prompted, and gradually shaped until the terminal 
behavior is achieved. When a student independently utilizes their skill repertoire to produce 
outputs with minimal error, to “permute and recombine” (Glaser, 1962, p. 49) these skills, and to 
apply their skills to multiple situations, then the fading and vanishing of prompts is 
recommended.  
        Programmed instruction is an individualized approach as students’ entering skill repertoires 
and their development, determine course materials and readjustments to successive lessons. 
Students identified as low skilled are “directed to come up to a level of proficiency before 
proceeding with a particular instructional sequence” (Glaser, 1962, p. 50). For Glaser (1962), 
“equal educational attainments can take unequal amounts of time”; thus, programmed instruction 
involves a “de-emphasis of lock-step curricula” (Glaser, 1962, p. 49). 
Equal to the sequencing of instructional lessons is the design of assignment content. The 
results of the current study bolster Glaser’s proposition for content to complement specific skill 
acquisition. For low skilled students of differing native language, the conclusion was that overall 
persuasiveness was low, academic vocabulary was rare, connectives were not consistently 
incorporated, the logic presented through the use of argumentative structural elements lacked 
acceptability and force, and one fourth of the text produced was unserviceable. Given these 
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findings, targeted instruction should include discreet reasoning and writing skills and lexical 
precision should be emphasized.  
Limitations 
Several caveats which concern the validity of the results exist. The students were not 
randomized to different conditions as there were pre-existing groups of native language. The 
native language categories were self-selected. Students were not provided with a guide to make 
classification decisions. The environment in which the opinion paragraphs were written were 
uncontrolled. It is unknown whether the students consulted other resources or laced their 
paragraphs with language directly copied from source text. Also, the mode of writing could have 
hindered the production and editing of text as handwritten essays are less malleable. Essays 
written using word processing programs allow for text rearrangement, word deletion, and 
enhanced readability.  
There may not have been sufficient reinforcement for students to write a complete and 
quality opinion paragraph as it forms a smaller part of a larger assignment. The point value could 
have been deterring in that a single homework unit was given a 1% value of a 10% homework 
value total. The opinion paragraph represented less than 1% of the total homework grade. The 
low point value of the opinion paragraph could have communicated low priority status to 
students, resulting in low effort. 
It is possible that students had little motivation left to write the opinion paragraph and 
revise it after the preceding 10 steps were performed. Students could have experienced fatigue if 
the completion of the assignment was not correctly paced or divided into portions. The pacing of 
assignment completion could have affected learning, skill acquisition, and the quality of the 
opinion paragraph. Students reportedly spent 1 to 2 hours completing the 12 steps in each unit. It 
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is unknown how much time was dedicated to the completion of each step. Based on the time 
estimates students provided, on average, each step would have taken five minutes if the 
assignment took one hour or 10 minutes if the assignment took two hours to complete. This may 
not have been an adequate amount of time to generate quality products. 
The students were not provided detailed feedback on their performance for the homework 
assignments and specifically the opinion paragraphs. This could have hindered skill acquisition 
as Glaser (1962) states that in “rote learning, many wrong responses are permitted to occur, and 
the student eventually learns to develop [their] own prompts often to a relatively unrelated series 
of stimuli” (p. 48). 
Suggestions for Future Research  
Argumentative writing research is still in the preliminary stage of description as 
investigation has not reached an explanatory phase. Characteristics of the text produced have 
been documented, yet it is unknown what gives rise to these attributes. In part, methodological 
restrictions and unexplored topics contribute to the preclusion of advancement.  
Given the complexity of language classification, researchers for the most part have 
categorized their participants utilizing a binary system of ELL or non-ELL that ignores language 
and individual differences - some to the extent that the native languages of ELLs are not 
reported. This parsimonious approach creates an indivisible group of ELL students to be studied, 
yet this treatment may distort findings.  
 In surveying the research landscape, the literature of argumentative writing is almost 
barren of assessment that incorporates the evaluation of ELL writers’ cognition and an appraisal 
of the text’s quality. Currently, judgements of overall text quality are single numeric values 
generated from rubrics which provide standards for comparison and checklists for the presence 
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or absence of features (Crossley et al., 2011; MacArthur et al., 2015; Midgette & Haria, 2016; 
Olinghouse & Wilson, 2013; Uccelli, Dobbs, & Scott, 2013). Holistic measures rate the tangible 
remnants of a predominantly cognitive process of composition. It is unknown whether the 
resulting text is an accurate reflection of an ELL’s knowledge or stance when a language barrier 
may be an obstacle to written expression.  
Beck et al.’s 2013 study exemplifies how analyzing thought processes can further 
understanding of writing skill development. In the investigation of writing challenges 
experienced by ELLs and its connection to the genre of writing produced, Beck et al. (2013) 
discovered a hybrid narrative-argumentative genre that suggests a new angle to view the 
maturation of writing skills. “The identification of the narrgument genre does lend support to the 
notion of a developmental continuum [from narrative to argumentative writing]. Rather than 
viewing the narrgument as a substandard or deficient version of exposition, it may be 
pedagogically more valuable to consider this type of writing as an important step in a 
progression toward a mature form of exposition.” (Beck et al., 2013, p.374) 
Of the literature reviewed, almost none of the researchers explicitly made connections 
between the features of the prompt and the writing produced. The information provided in 
prompts can influence thoughts, decisions, and word choice. The writer’s interpretation of the 
writing prompt affects later outcomes and the final product. Beck et al. (2013) stated that the lack 
of genre knowledge prohibited students from generating argumentative essays. However, there 
may be several additional reasons that more than half of the students, and ELL students in 
particular, did not produce argumentative writing. One possible explanation is that the features of 
the prompt meant to elicit argumentative writing were not salient. The prompt to “persuade a 
friend” suggests that the imagined audience is of great familiarity who would not require much 
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insistence to agree, thus affecting the tone, stance, structure, and formality of the text. Drawing 
upon Hyland’s (2005) conceptualization of writing as a “social engagement” (as cited in Hyland 
& Jiang, 2016) it is unlikely that a writer would adopt a more decisive tone or provide sufficient 
evidence to convince an imagined friend. Had the prompt included the word ‘argue’, perhaps 
different results would have been yielded. 
The issues concerning ELL, ESL, and non-native English speakers’ writing give rise to 
several questions for future study.  
1. Linguistic classifications for non-native English speaking students are extensive and varied. 
Students can be classified as (a) beginning, intermediate, and advanced English Language 
Learners (ELLs) (b) exited students who have formerly participated in ELL programs (c) 
Generation 1.5  students who are relatively fluent in English (Doolan, 2014, p. 216) (d) English 
as a Second Language (ESL) student (e) or an alternative linguistic designation not included 
within the scope of this review. Given such variation, and the common procedure of organizing 
participant groups into ELL and non-ELL cohorts, it is difficult to conclude that results provide 
accurate information regarding specific linguistic profiles. Thus, how do specific classifications 
of non-native English speaking students respond to identical writing prompts? 
2. The evaluation of argumentative text focuses on the judgement of quality without consideration 
of the cognitive processes that were involved in the creation of text. For lack of a suitable 
measure that incorporates both thought and product, currently, only what exists materially is 
measurable. How can writing assessment include an evaluation of cognitive processes and 
simultaneously measure text characteristics?  
3. Given the impediment of disfluency, does the text produced accurately reflect the thoughts and 
attitudes of ELL writers? Beck et al. (2013) found that when attempting to find adequate words, 
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ELL students were more likely to maneuver out of the dilemma by changing the course of their 
ideas. Can this be resolved with a post-production questionnaire or interview that invites non-
native English speaking students to analyze their composition processes and final draft?  
4. Very rarely is the prompt addressed in studies of argumentative writing. How do the features of 
the writing prompt influence the text produced? 
5. Which topics would be most beneficial to teach specific skills? When teaching students to use 
academic words within opinion writing, the prompt topic that would most benefit the process is 
one that is scientific, and most removed from everyday experiences. Conversely, the selection of 
prompt topic for teaching the use of structural elements may be a topic which is more relatable.  
6. How does the sequencing of argument elements affect the quality rating of the text produced? 
Future research must account for the order of presentation in addition to the frequency of 
argument elements to further develop their relationship to persuasiveness.  
7. The expression of emotion within argumentative writing may affect its persuasiveness. How 
does the emotional intensity of the essay contribute to persuasiveness? Does high emotion 












Formative writing experiences expand the range of capabilities and promote logico-
scientific reasoning (Kellogg, 1984). These guiding principles underlie and inform U.S. 
educational standards. The Common Core Standards set forth a careful sequence of academic 
goals to maximize educational experiences (National Governor’s Association and Council of 
Chief State School Officers, 2010). The Common Core Standards and the curriculum that 
accompanies these academic goals may be inaccessible to a subset of students (National 
Governor’s Association and Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). The absence of 
standards specific to the needs, abilities, achievement levels, and variable learning rates of 
specific student populations results in educational inequality. Since non-native English speaking 
students and students of low academic skills have specific needs which differ from general 
education students, it is imperative that learning programs are developed to assist students in 
transitioning to postsecondary institutions. By ensuring the democratization of information and 
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Primary Trait Scoring Rubric 
6 points (score 0-6) 
Persuasive writing attempts to influence readers to change their thinking or behavior. It 
involves having a clear awareness of what arguments might be most effective for an audience. In 
evaluating the quality of persuasive writing, several factors are important. First, a position or 
opinion is clearly stated. Second, reasons are provided to support the position. Third, the reasons 
are supported and elaborated, using facts, examples, principles, or other techniques. Fourth, the 
essay should be clear, logical, and cohesive, and include relevant information. The rubric 
includes all of these elements. However, your task in scoring the essays is to evaluate overall 
persuasiveness. Thus, it is important to balance all of the above factors in making a judgment. 
 
0 Response to topic. The essay responds to the topic in some way but does not provide an 
opinion on the issue.  
1 Undeveloped opinion. The essay states an opinion explicitly or implicitly, but no reasons are 
given to support the opinion, or the reasons given are unrelated to or inconsistent with the 
opinion, or they are incoherent. The argument may rely solely on personal experience. Word 
choice may be repetitive or inappropriate, and sentences may be short and simple. There may be 
frequent errors in grammar and usage that interfere with understanding. 
2 Minimally developed. The essay states an opinion explicitly or implicitly and gives at least one 
reason to support the opinion, but the reasons are not explained or supported in any coherent 
way. The reasons may be limited in plausibility and inconsistencies may be present. 
Organization may be weak and there may be a lack of transitions among ideas. Word choice may 
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be repetitive or vague, and sentences may be simple or lack variety. Errors in grammar and usage 
may interfere with understanding or fluent reading. 
3 Between the standards for 2 and 4. 
4 Partially developed. The essay states an opinion explicitly and gives at least one reason to 
support the opinion plus at least one detail to support the reason(s). The reasons are generally 
plausible though not enough information is provided to convince a reader (audience awareness). 
There may be some inconsistency, irrelevant information, or problems with organization and 
clarity. Word choice may be repetitive or vague, and sentences may be simple or lack variety.   
There may be some errors grammar and usage that may occasionally interfere with 
understanding or fluent reading. 
5 Between the standards for 4 and 6. 
6 Well developed.  The essay states an opinion explicitly and gives at least one reason to support 
the opinion and at least three details to support the reason. The reasons and details are clear and 
could be convincing to the reader. The essay may mention an opposing opinion and may give at 
least one reason against it. The essay is generally well organized and may include a concluding 
statement. The essay is free of inconsistencies and irrelevancies that would weaken the 
argument. Overall, the essay is persuasive. Word choice is generally appropriate, and there is 
some variety of sentence structure. There may be occasional errors in grammar or word usage, 









List of Argumentative Structural Elements 
 
Statements are phrases or full sentences that express a complete idea. 
 
E1: IS = Introductory statement: A statement is made to introduce the topic. 
E2: PC = Presentation of a controversy: A statement is made that acknowledges that there is a 
controversial issue regarding the topic.  
E3: SG = Stance given: A statement is made that expresses a student’s stance (opinion). 
E4: L1R = Level 1 reason: A proposition is made that links directly to the stance. 
E5: DL1 = Detail level 1: A statement is made in support of the level 1 reason.  
E6: L2R = Level 2 reason: A reason given that supports a level 1 reason. 
E7: DL2 = Detail level 2: A statement is made in support of the level 2 reason.  
E8: CS = Conclusory statement: A statement is made that concludes the paragraph.  
E9: NF = Nonfunctional statement: A statement is made that is extraneous or erroneous and does 
not advance the argument in any way.  
E10: IAS = Identification of an alternative standpoint: The student identifies an alternative 
standpoint(s) (i.e., standpoints of other people that the student disagrees with) 
E11: RAS = Reason for an alternative standpoint: The student identifies reasons for the 
alternative standpoint (i.e., the propositions that support another’s standpoint) 
E12: RBT = Rebuttal of the alternative standpoint: The student provides a proposition 





Codified Paragraph Structure 
 





XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX E3: SG. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX E4: L1R, XXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXXX E5: DL1. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX E4: L1R. XXXXXXXXXXXXX E10: IAS XXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX E12: RBT. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 




E1: IS = Introductory statement: A statement is made to introduce the topic. 0 
 
E2: PC = Presentation of a controversy: A statement is made that acknowledges that there is a 
controversial issue regarding the topic. 0 
 
E3: SG = Stance given: A statement is made that expresses a student’s stance (opinion). 1 
 
E4: L1R= Level 1 reason: A proposition is made that links directly to the stance. 3 
 
E5: DL1= Detail level 1: A statement is made in support of the level I reason. 1 
 
E6: L2R= Level 2 reason: A reason given that supports a level 1 reason. 0 
 
E7: DL2= Detail level 2: A statement is made in support of the level 2 reason. 0 
 
E8: CS = Conclusory statement: A statement is made that concludes the paragraph. 0 
 
E9: NF = Nonfunctional statement: A statement is made that is extraneous or erroneous and does 
not advance the argument in any way. 1 
 
E10: IAS = Identification of an alternative standpoint: The student identifies an alternative 
standpoint(s) (i.e., standpoints of other people that the student disagrees with). 1 
 
E11: RAS = Reason for an alternative standpoint: The student identifies reasons for the alternative 
standpoint (i.e., the propositions that support other people’s standpoint). 0 
 
E12: RBT = Rebuttal of the alternative standpoint: The student provides a proposition 





TAACO Connective Index Score List 
The occurrence of each item in the list in the input text is counted. After checking the entire text 
for each list item, the sum of the list item is divided by the total number of words in the text. 
 
All connectives. actually, admittedly, after, again, all in all, all this time, also, alternatively, 
although, and, anyhow, anyway, arise, arises, arising, arose, as, at last, at least, at once, at the 
same time, at this moment, at this point, because, before, besides, but, by, cause, caused, causes, 
causing, condition, conditional upon, conditions, consequence, consequences, consequent, 
consequently, contrasted with, correspondingly, desire, desired, desires, desiring, despite the fact 
that, due to, enable, enabled, enables, enabling, except that, finally, first, follow that, follow the, 
follow this, followed that, followed the, followed this, following that, follows the, follows this, 
fortunately, from now on, further, furthermore, goal, goals, hence, however, if, immediately, in 
actual fact, in addition, in any case, in any event, in case, in conclusion, in contrast, in fact, in 
order, in other words, in short, in sum, in the end, in the meantime, incidentally, instead, it 
followed that, it follows, it follows that, likewise, made, make, makes, making, meanwhile, 
moreover, nevertheless, next, nonetheless, nor, notwithstanding that, now that, on another 
occasion, on one hand, on the contrary, on the one hand, on the other hand, once more, or, 
otherwise, presently, previously, provided that, purpose of which, pursuant to, rather, secondly, 
similarly, simultaneously, since, so, summarizing, summing up, that is, the last time, the previous 
moment, then, therefore, thereupon, this time, though, throughout, thus, to conclude, to return to, 
to sum up, to summarize, to take an example, to that end, to these ends, to this end, to those ends, 

























MANCOVA Assumption of Linearity 
 
To test the linearity assumptions of the MANCOVA, scatterplot matrices with superimposed 
90% loess curves were generated.  
 
Data set was split into the 2 levels of the IV (English & Spanish). Then scatterplot matrices were 
generated for each level of the IV to examine (a) linearity between each pair of dependent 
variables within each group of the independent variable; and (b) linearity between the covariate 
and each dependent variable within each group of the independent variable. Loess lines were fit 
to 90% of the data points. All SPSS charts suggest that the assumption is met. 
 
























   
